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Waldorf education has been developing
steadily for over fifty years; why is it still so
little known? Until very recently, even the
educational world has been lamentably unin
formed. I here has been sporadic recognition
of the good work done in the schools, but the
philosophy behind it has been ignored.

Now there are changes afoot, and educa
tionists in many countries are realising that
the proven practice of Waldorf education is a
challenge to their thought patterns. There is
growing awareness of the phenomenon of the
school-damaged child, suffering from exam_
anxiety, performance stress, passivity, sleep
lessness, antagonism to order, and this is forc
ing a re-evaluation of the function of the
curriculum. The idea of a national core curri
culum, mainly based on the needs of industry,
is suspect, and the currently established
curricula are equally out of touch with the
developing entelechy of the child. It is still
generally held that the process of child
development is too variable and unstable to
fo rm the bas is o f a cu r r i cu lum. Bu t the
Waldorf schools are firmly and successfully
based on anthropological ly or ientated
e d u c a t i o n .

Seven years ago, there were 70 Waldorf
schools around the world; to-day there are
150. Whence do these schools derive the
energy that has carried them through count
less political and financial crises to this
position of strength?

Waldorf education, to put it in a nutshell,
derives its life from unceasing effort to

understand children, to widen the spectrum of
possible human observation, with a con
sciousness that schools and develops itself.
For example, Rudolf Steiner asks teachers to
'observe what happens when a child's memory
is burdened', or to 'observe the relationship
between physique, movement and dis
position'. This approach is the basis of the
formation of an educational pattern which
may be strong enough to renew a crumbling
civi l izat ion.

In this first illustrated issue of Child and
Man we look toward the future of education.
Alan Howard describes three distinct con
ceptions of man underlying the education of
the past, the present and the future. John
Davy sees two contrasting views of human
nature lurking in the background of much
educational discussion to-day and indicates a
path between them. We are given glimpses
into the classroom life of eight-, ten-, twelve-,
and fourteen-year-olds. There is news of
schools in the U.K. and U.S.A., and three
important new books are reviewed.
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C o m m e n t

One result of the general dissatisfaction with
present-day forms of education is that con
troversy is increasing over who is to blame for
the present state of things. According to Alex
Jarrat t , the chief execut ive of Reed Inter
national, it is the teachers who are at fault for
not informing their pupils or misinforming
them what industry is about. Also the social
workers at a conference at Keele University
complained bitterly about schools. These do
not provide what children want and need, and
w h e n t h e f a i l u r e o f s c h o o l b e c o m e s t o o
o b v i o u s t e a c h e r s w a s h t h e i r h a n d s a n d t h e
s o c i a l w o r k e r i s c a l l e d i n . A m e r i c a n t e a c h e r s
blamed parents, pupils and TV for the decline
in educational standards. Another result of
the present crisis is that ever more extreme
forms of education are suggested and indeed
practised. Another, that there is an increasing
cleavage between parents' expectations (good
manners, good examination results, etc.) and
teachers' intentions. Also that ever more perti
nent questions are being asked, e.g. whose res
ponsibility education really is. But what
Comment wants to ask — before reporting
s o m e d e t a i l s — i s h o w m u c h w o r s e m u s t

things become before we penetrate to the basic
questions: What is man? Can forms of educa
tion devised two or more generations ago
meet the need of our children today? What
forms of education can a dying culture, devoid
of hope and devoid of purpose really expect?
Can we educate for a society not yet in
e x i s t e n c e ?

A second point seems also to emerge: the
limits of political action in education. Tame-
side, a local authority on the Manchester area,
was won by the Conservatives in the last
election. In accordance with their pre-election
promises they went against national policy,
defied the Minister, took their case as far as
t h e H o u s e o f L o r d s a n d w o n . Ta m e s i d e c a n

say, we were democratically elected and stand
for a particular policy in education. The
Minister can say, this government was
democratically elected and stands for another,
equally definite, educational policy. So the
two parties will continue to fight it out and the
result is likely to be more changes, more con
fusion, more disregard of the actual children.
As long as political parties are in charge of
education the only reasonable thing is not the
victimisation of the majority by the minority
— the Labour Government was elected by one
voter out of three, Tameside Council by
perhaps one out of five — but a flexible system
within which there is a wide degree of parental
choice. Such a system need not be socially
unfair as the Danish example shows. There a
S o c i a l D e m o c r a t m i n i s t e r o f e d u c a t i o n
brought in a compromise scheme for compre
hensive education which reflects the views of
most parents and gives parents and pupils a
real say in what education children are to
receive. This was possible through the
electoral system of the country which rules out
the sort of tyranny which we in this country
accept as normal. Provided you have one
M.P. more than the other parties combined

you can do as you please, even if you repre
sent only one third of the electorate.

But does it really make sense that political
parties decide what is educationally right?
Readers of this journal will be aware that
Steiner Schools stand for a socially respon
sible form of education which owes nothing to
party politics and which would like to see the
same freedom extended to other schools as
well. So far there have been few people in
responsible positions who have thought like
wise, but at this time of educational crisis a
different outlook could arise. A case in point
is a powerful statement by the Director of
Education for Coventry, Mr. Robert Aitken.
He is aware of the very wide discretion which
this country allows to teachers in devising
their syllabus, choosing their methods and
laying down a social code which pervades the
w h o l e s c h o o l . Te a c h e r s h a v e m a d e f a r -
reaching decisions which they have rarely
fully explained to parents, leave alone dis
cussed with them. Thereby tensions may have
been set up between school and home,
tensions which have brought a whole school
(William Tyndale) to a standstill. But even
where such tensions, fortunately, do not exist,
apathy and frustration on the side of the
parents may easily arise unless there is open
ness about the school's aims and discussion of
t h e m .

What Mr. Aitken wants to see is that real
control of a school should be exercised by the
governing body which should consist of staff,
parents and representatives of the local com
munity. The largest group represented should
be parents. The representatives of the com
munity need, of course, not be local council
lors, but industrialists, social workers, etc..
Comment adds. The governing body would be
charged with enunciating the school's policy,
its syllabus, methods, organisation and social
ethos. All this would then be reviewed year by
year and so parents would have a real stake in
the school to which their children go and the
community would feel involved with their
par t icu lar educat iona l es tab l ishment .

Teachers should continue to act creatively,
but should do so in a responsible manner and
n o t w i t h i n a s o c i a l v a c u u m .

On the whole, parents' rights have had a
number of boosts lately. A father appealed
against Lancashire County Council's decision
to send his daughter to a school not of his
c h o i c e a n d t h e O m b u d s m a n ' s l o c a l c o m
missioner decided for the parent. The case is
not typical. The father was Deputy Head of a
high school, and therefore knew what his
rights were and also whether the facts which
the local authority quoted were strictly true.
Also the question of religion came in. The girl
in question had attended a Roman Catholic
primary school, but the father preferred a
mixed school nearer home to the single-sex
Roman Catholic school seven miles away. He
was prepared to make a nuisance of himself
and first approached the Council, then the
Department of Education and Science, and
finally the Ombudsman, until he had won his
c a s e .

Last May the government ratified the Inter
national Covenant on Economic, Social and
Cul tura l R ights . Ar t ic le 13(3) o f th is
Covenant contains an undertaking to respect
the right of parents 'to choose for their
children schools other than those established
by the public authorities' so that parents can
'ensure the religious and moral education of
their children in conformity with their own
convictions.' A most worthy aim. But the
question arises: Was the government sincere
in giving this undertaking? There will be those
who have grave suspicions. It is, however,
possible to take a positive view. The Labour
Party is a coalition which comprises near-
Liberals and Nonconformists as well as
M a r x i s t t o t a l i t a r i a n s . I n a l l t h e L a b o u r
governments since the War there has been no
Minister of Education with totalitarian lean
ings. While there can be no doubt that harsher
voices are heard in greater numbers in the
Party today than in the Fifties, there is little
evidence that the Party as a whole has become
totalitarian in outlook or that the electorate
would back such a party.
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Earlier on. Comment wondered whether Pupils were shown e.g. how the same film
our educational crisis was perhaps caused by material can be arranged to support either of
the collapse of a society which recognises few two partisan views and were encouraged to
values and instinctively believes that the good become more critical towards advertisements
life consists in earning and spending as much and 'straight' reports on television. The series
as possible. There is an interesting piece of was very popular in schools and therefore a
evidence which seems to back up this assump- second showing was proposed for the autumn
tion. J.H. Taylor, a tutor of the Workers' of 1976. Suddenly the IBA in collaboration
Ediicational Association, made a study of with Thames Television cancelled the series
Indian and Pakistani boys at Newcastle and saying it was not sufficiently impartial,
the National Foundation for Educational Question i: Who is it that controls television?
Research published it under the title The Half- Question ii: What are these authorities afraid
way Generation. In most respects these boys of? Could it be that they want to prevent a
were academically superior to their white widespread realisation of their practice to*
peers. They passed more O and A levels, they emphasise money and sex in order to pro-
continued in greater numbers at school after mote more business for already big firms and
reaching school leaving age, a greater pro- to keep the public at large uncritical and
portion of them entered higher education and intensely grateful for what they are prepared
they were much more ambitious in the choice to bestow on us?
of their careers than were white boys. But in
t h e i r a t t i t u d e s t h e y d i f f e r e d a m o n g t h e m - R l .
se lves. The S ikhs and Hindus were more
sceptical, rebellious and more ready to Rudi Lissau is a lecturer andfounder-teacher
sympathise with the prevailing European way at fVynstones School
of life, while young Muslims felt strangers in
Britain and accepted traditional authority
more easily. What really mattered was that
they all were brought up by parents steeped in
a traditional culture with all its moral,
religious and metaphysical implications, and
it was this which gave the younger generation
its motivation and sense of purpose. This con-
firms Rudolf Steiner who repeatedly showed THE WONDER OF CHILDHOOD A pub-
how it takes three generations until the moral conference organised by the kindergarten
inheritance of traditional religion is com- teachers of the Steiner Schools of Great Bri-
p l e t e l y used up . ^ v i l l be he l d a t K i ng ' s Lang ley f r om

Thursday, July 21st to Tuesday, July 26th
We kept the most sinister item to the end. 1977.

Repeatedly Rudolf Steiner warned us of For details and application forms please
powers whose aim is the manipulation and write to: The Conference Secretary, Langley
emasculation of free individuals. He expected Hill, King's Langley, Herts,
them to increase their attacks as this century
approaches its close, and recommended us to 1. CHILD AND MAN EXTRA CTS(Paper-
analyse the methods such powers use and to back) £3.90 2. Rudolf Steiner's Curriculum
attempt to find out which people are really For Waldorf Schools — E. A. Stockmeyer
responsible for the machinations of anony- (Paperback) £3.00 3. The Handwork Book—
mous power complexes. An attempt to break Hauk £2.25 Postage Extra. Available from
through the methods used by the media was Rudolf Steiner Bookshop, 35 Park Road,
made by Douglas Lowndes in a series of London N.W.I, and Eric C. Byford, Michael
television programmes for secondary schools. Hall School, Forest Row, Sussex.

The Future of
Educat ion
b y A L A N H O WA R D

What is the future of education? individuals in the cosmic scheme of things.
Many of us would like to know the answer What is wrong with education today — and

to that question; many perhaps have already it is only on the basis of what we recognise as
tried to answer it. But what can anyone say wrong now that we can do anything about the
which might serve to change the direction in future — is not so much what provision and
which it seems to be going now? opportunity for education there is, as it was in

There are really only two things. The first is the past, but the ideas and ideals behind it. We
obvious: that whatever happens there could educate, and educate well, in a barn if
certainly will be education in the future. As we had to; but we can fail to educate in a
long as children keep coming into the world it palace with everything we need at our finger
will be necessary to adapt them to the circum- tips if those ideas are lacking. If we are dis-
stances and demands of their time — and that satisfied today it is not through any lack of
will always be one of the chief tasks of material means and opportunity, but of ideas,
education, however much those circum- We have everything otherwise. Not only are
stances and demands may change. There has all children sent regularly to school by law up
always been that sort of education, and there to the age of sixteen; but millions of dollars of
always will be. Although the fact that it has public money are at our disposal for build-
become universal and compulsory during the ings, equipment, teachers' salaries and what
last hundred years for children to go to school else we need. A whole hierarchy of adminis-
may have given the impression that education trators are there to look after the chores; and
is an invention of the twentieth century, that is every device of technological ingenuity is at
cer ta in ly not so. our serv ice. Educat ion "never had i t so good".

The only other thing we can say with any But what is the conception of man behind it
confidence, concerns education in the larger all? What do we really believe we are educat-
context of its relation to life as a whole, what ing these children for — apart from their job,
we understand our meaning and purpose here their chance of becoming 'good' citizens and
to be. And that depends entirely on what ideas something for them to pass their time with
we have about man himself. when they are not doing the one or too

Any other future of education is hardly strenously being the other?
worth discussing; for it is not a matter funda- Actually there are only three conceptions to
mentally of what children learn and how they *choose from, and we've already given two of
learn it. That there will always be; much more them a good run.
will depend on why they learn it, and what There is the religious one: that man is sent
contribution it makes to their self-knowledge as a brand new soul from the hand of God and
and to their understanding of their place as born indiscriminately into this world. When
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P h o l o : T h o m a s F r o h m a d c r

his short life is over he will be received into
another wor ld where h is env i ronment and
company will depend entirely on how he has
made out in this one. No further contact with
this earth will be necessary or possible — ever.
And though evolution will still go on he will
have no more part in it than he did before he
was born. His future will be eternally settled.

Quite a lot of people still believe in that; and
innumerable children are still being educated
in the light of it.

Then there is the materialistic conception:
that is, that there just isn't any future — for
you and mc and our children - beyond the
short span we are here now. However brilliant
or good we may be, death will end it all; for all
our brilliance and goodness are after all just
the side effects of material processes. Only
some abstract entity called 'the human race'
will still live on. And that certainly isn't us.
Nor o f course i s i t the count less mi l l i ons who
have lived in the past. And though generations
of human beings are still to come, each too
will pass away in his turn, and "neither shall
his place know him any more." Only some
thing called the 'race' will live on.

And it is amazing how many people hold
that idea — or pretend they do; for, thank
God, very few of them have thought it through
to the bitter end, or there wouldn't be so much

goodness in the world as there is. But in so far
as ideas come into education, this one
particularly permeates its theory of know
ledge and psychology.

Finally there is the idea that man —
individual man, you and me .and our children
— is an evolving spiritual being, pursuing that
evolution in repeated incarnations here where
it is taking place; that we are an integral part
of all this vast .scheme of things; that we have
helped to create this situation in which we find
ourselves; that the mistakes we make in the
course of it we shall have to make good, and
the good we do will return upon us to point the
way to greater good and endow us with the
ability for it; that we are self-conscious co-
creators with divine powers and agencies in
the process of creating a world.

l^ow that is an idea to go into the future of
e d u c a t i o n w i t h !

And though for nearly two thousand years
we have been motivated by the first, and more
recently have swung violently to the second,
neither of them has really satisfied us.

Is it just possible that we are shaping up to
try the third?

There's no other alternative ifwe don't; and
it's the only one of the three that makes sense
— particularly of education.

A l a n H o w a r d i s a l e c t u r e r , e d i t o r a t u i
e d u c a t i o n a l a d v i s e r i n . \ ' o r t h A m e r i c a

Waldorf Schools
Around the World
1 N o r t h A m e r i c a
by Francis Edmunds founder and principal of Emerson College

My first visit to America was in 1952, exactly
33 years after the founding of the first Waldorf
School . There were four schools in America at
t h a t t i m e .

T h e r e w a s t h e R u d o l f S t e i n e r S c h o o l o n
Manhatten. Opened as early as 1928, it was
still an elementary school. 1 found it housed in
a bright and pleasant five-storey building, in a
favoured place in the city, but the school did
not seem to grow. There were some who
thought it should be closed or moved out of
the city, and others who were determined it
must stay. It had about 150 children in all.

Then there was the Waldorf School of
Adelphi College in Garden City on Long
Island, named so because the benefactor who
founded the school had had it placed, on
advice, on the campus of the College, think
ing that might help to publicise Waldorf
education. In fact this provoked a good deal
of resentment. The school had sunk to a low
nadir but was now being splendidly resus
citated. It had up to seven grades.

The same benefactor had set up a country
school, Kimberton Farm School, in Pennsyl
vania. The teachers were mostly mothers;
good teachers with a love for children, but
new to Waldorf education which they tried to
comprehend. Some were more convinced
than others. Like the previous two schools,
this too was an elementary school.

Then there was High Mowing, a residential
high school in New Hampshire, intended to
provide an upper school mainly for the
children from the three elementary schools.

But children also came from many parts of the
country without any previous experience of a
Waldorf School, and the programme had to
be modified accordingly.

Lastly there was a kindergarten at the
Threefold Farm in Spring Valley, nursed with
the hope that it might one day grow into a
grade school.

These schools comprised the Waldorf
Movement in America in 1952. A great deal,
as will be seen, has happened since.

To return first to these original schools and
see how they have fared.

The Rudolf Steiner School, New York, far
from closing, announced the launching of a
High School. By the end of 1959 it had its full
complement of 12 classes and it has main
tained a firm place in a city of great distrac
tions and constant comings and goings.

The Waldorf School in Garden City con
tinued to grow from strength to strength into a
full-scale Waldorf School. For many years
now it has enjoyed a high reputation amongst
private schools on Long Island.

Kimberton Farm School, has also built
itself up to all twelve grades and has gone far
in deepening and strengthening the Waldorf
cha rac te r o f t he schoo l .

The Green Meadow Nursery School, from
a certain point on began to add grade to grade,
until it also is now a 12 grade school with
exceptionally fine facilities for arts and crafts,
eurythmy and gymnastics.

High Mowing went through severe trials,
including a fire which deprived it of some of its
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most coveted buildings. All this it has survived
and is advancing in quality and strength.
There has come to meet it the founding of Pine
Hill School, an elementary school some three
to four miles away. The two schools between
them cover all twelve grades. They are
exploring how they can best co-operate for the
f u t u r e .

In 1952 there was as yet no sign or glimmer
of a Waldorf School on the West coast. High
land Hall in Los Angeles came into being in
1954. Having steadily grown to full capacity
as an elementary school, i t faced the
momentous task of acquiring a suitable site,
transferring the school, and building up a high
school. All this it has done. It stands today on
a noble hillock, raised above the smog, a
spiritual fortress in an area of uttermost
d i s t r a c t i o n .

A few years later there was opened the
S a c r a m e n t o W a l d o r f S c h o o l i n N o r t h e r n
California. This school, too, went through its
severe trials. Today it stands on its own
acreage of land, between a splendid rushing
torrent on the one side and the promise of a
new residential area on the other. It is very
nearly an accomplished 12 grade school.

Recently four new schools have sprung up
in that region: the Mill Valley School, Santa
Rosa , Po t t e r ' s Va l l ey, and on l y j us t
announced, a nursery school in Santa Cruz.
There is happy co-operation between them,
mutual studies, joint conferences, the work
being aided and supported by the Sacra
mento School which is certainly a god-send to
t h e m a l l .

Fu r the r wes t i s Moha la Pua Schoo l i n
Honolulu. It has had to make valiant efforts
to survive the insecurities of a shifting popula
tion and frequently changing personnel. It
appears to be really consolidating now. The
school holds a unique place in the world map
of Waldorf education and it fully deserves
interest and support. It would be a sad day for
the Movement if it ever closed.

Turning eastward again in Colorado there
is a small school at Greeley and a still smaller
one in Denver. Next we come to the Detroit
Waldorf School, with a distinctive character
of its own, the most integrated of our schools.

with one third of its pupils black and two
thirds white, resolutely building up to a high
schoo l . Then we make ment ion o f the Waldor f
School in Washington, D.C., housed as yet in
rooms in the cathedral, again a totally
di fferent envi ronment wi th d i f ferent soc ia l
and cultural conditions. This school, too, has
reached the borderland towards high school.

In Harlemville In New York State we meet
with a particularly interesting situation. The
total venture there arose out of an initiative
connected with the school in New York. The
intention was to provide the possibility for
city children to experience nature and to live
and work for repeated spells of time in the
countryside. Hence the acquisition of a good-
s ized fa rm and the c rea t ion o f what i s known
as the Farm School. Alongside this there has
grown up the Hawthorne Valley School. The
F a r m , t h e F a r m S c h o o l a n d H a w t h o r n e
Valley School, though distinct entities, are
obviously closely related. There are facilities
for summer schools and conferences and pros
pects of building up a real social and cultural
centre for anthroposophical life.

Half an hour away by car is Pumpkin
Hollow School, which has a thriving nursery
kindergaten in a beautifully converted great
barn, and the first three grades in the adjacent
spaces. In addition there is the determined
venture of a young school in the Boston area
and we hear of enthusiastic new beginnings in
Cincinnati and in Florida, — indeed, it is
difficult to keep pace.

We may not close without glancing towards
Canada in the North. After long years of
preparation when nothing much seemed to
happen, the Toronto Waldorf School began
to grow and take shape in almost miraculous
fashion. Today it stands within the green bell
of the city in an exceptionally designed build
ing for a twelve grade school. Already the
applications coming in outstrip the available
places.

Then there is the Vancouver school which,
after living in church rooms, has now acquired
property of its own. It has two nursery
schools, has reached an eighth grade, and this
school, too, must be thinking how to
approach the question of a high school. And

now we hear tha t Edmonton i s de te rm ined to
have a school a lso.

There are also English-speaking schools in
Hastings and Christchurch in New Zealand,
Sidney and Melbourne in Australia, Cape
Town, Johannesberg and Pretoria in South
Africa. It becomes evident that, however great
and central the mission of the German
language, it falls mainly to the English
language to nurture the periphery.

To complete the picture of "round the
world" we must also study the situation of
Latin America in the West and of India in the
E a s t .

(To be continued)

Vancouver Waldor f School
Steps out
by Alan Howard
After four and a half years in a building which
daily seemed to be getting smaller as the
school was getting larger, the Vancouver
Waldorf School has just moved into premises
which not only provide all they need now, but
enough to satisfy them for several years to
come. In fact, some enthusiasts, looking very
far ahead, can even see how it may be adapted
and enlarged for a full twelve grade school
when the time comes, so that they may never
have to move again. But that can wait for the
time being; everybody is only too happy now
that the new location can supply all their pre
sent needs, and — a good many of their wants,
t o o .

For what a building it is! Not only has it
rooms for eight classes with all necessary
offices, washrooms, cloakrooms, auditorium
and parking lot, but such luxuries as dining
room and kitchen complex with all modern
equipment; a workshop not only equipped
with all the essential hand tools, but every
k i n d o f m a c h i n e t o o l w i t h w h i c h t o c u t a n d
dress a l l the lumber that cou ld be needed for
extensions and furniture; a modelling and
pottery room with kiln and wheels; a sewing
room; two acres of landscaped recreation
space; and — luxury of luxuries, an indoor
heated swimming pool with showers and

changing rooms!
T h e B o a r d o f t h e Va n c o u v e r Wa l d o r f

Association had their eye on this place for
some time, but spoke of it at first with bated
breath to one another as something "devoutly
to be wished". Only after many midnight
meetings debating how it might be obtained,
exhaustive checking and projection of
finances, and many goings to and fro between
the Board's representatives and the owners,
was the lease finally drawn up which handed it
to the school 'lock, stock and barrel' for three
years, with permission to make such inside
alterations as were necessary.

The signing of the lease coincided with the
midterm holiday and the departure of the
teachers for the annual Waldorf Teachers'
Conference on the Pacific Coast at Sacra
mento. As they moved out a party of parents
and friends moved in; and, under the direc
tion of an architect-parent, began knocking
out walls, erecting others, re-routing electrical
installations, putting in doors and painting,
until by the time the children and teachers
came back on the following Monday week, it
was all ready for lessons to be resumed.

So quickly did they settle in, so quickly were
the walls and chalk boards soon covered with
those colourful evidences of what goes on in a
Waldorf school, that on March 8, barely two
weeks after the new beginning, they held Open
House. Never before had they had such a turn
out of parents and visitors. For two hours they
were passing and re-passing from classroom
to classroom of the six grades, talking with the
teachers, discussing the children's work and
— of course, admiring the new building.

Half an hour before a lecture on "What

Conception of Life lies behind Waldorf
Education", which concluded the evening,
people were already taking their places in the
auditorium — and well they needed to, for by
the time it was due to start additional chairs
and forms had to be brought in to accommo
date what was literally a 'packed house'. Close
on two hundred people listened while the
lecturer, commenting on that all too-often-
repeated definition of man as a 'higher
animal', passed on to show how in the very
fact that man learns, and in the whole story of
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his evolution in knowledge and conscious
ness, we have unshakab le ev idence o f a
spiritual core of being, which not only dis
tinguishes him as self-conscious individual
from the animal, but derives directly from a
cosmic source of Being with which he is
directly linked.

He emphasised that a Waldorf school, like
any good school, must make sure that i ts
students were fully equipped with the skills
and knowledge needed for modern life; but
that that must be done with an eye to a future,
when man's capacity and desire for know
ledge will expand beyond the satisfaction of
his day-to-day needs, and will seek answers to
the deepest questions of his being.

To give ready-made or traditional answers
to those questions would be to indulge in
indoctrination; and though indoctrination is
supposed to be prohibited in public educa
tion, the re-echoing of "man is a higher
animal" is one of the worst forms of indoctri
nation being practised, if only because it isn't
recognised as such. Rather one must so lead
the student into the experience of knowledge
that those questions will arise as his own
quest. For only when the questions arise as a
personal necessity of knowledge is there any
possibility of a living answer being found.
Education had the task of opening the
student's heart and mind to questions he
would want to explore on his own. Out of the
inspirat ion and confidence that Rudolf
Steiner had given that those answers could
surely be found, that we do indeed live in a
being-filled, and not a mindless, world which
it was man's privilege to know, was Waldorf
education founded. In a world situation such
as the present teachers can only fulfil their
task with enthusiasm and devotion when they
can work out of such confidence in the human
spirit.

Judging by the way the school enrolment is
growing — already over a hundred children in
six grades — and particularly by the response
and interest in this Open House, it is quite
likely that more than one went away think
ing; How long will even the present building
be big enough to accommodate all the interest
and activity that this school is attracting?

S o u t h A f r i c a
By Willy Woldyk
There are four Waldorf schools in South
A f r i c a :

The oldest one, founded in 1960, is now
situated in Constantia, a suburb of Cape
Town. It has twelve classes and is the only
Steiner School in South Africa with an upper
s c h o o l .

In another suburb of Cape Town, Kenil-
worth, is Michael Oak, which has seven
c l a s s e s . I t w a s f o u n d e d i n 1 9 6 2 . I n
Johannesburg (Transvaal) is Michael Mount
School with seven classes; it started in 1960
with a Kindergarten.

These three schools are English speaking,
but have Afrikaans daily; because South
Africa requires both languages for the
matr icu la t ion examinat ion.

In 1972 a Waldorf School was founded in
Pretoria (Transvaal) by Max Stibbe, who was
also one of the founders of De Vrije School in
The Hague in 1923, during Rudolf Steiner's
time. After his death in 1973 the school was
c a l l e d a f t e r h i m .

The Max Stibbe School has seven classes
and is bi-lingual, which means that the main
lessons are given alternately in English and
A f r i k a a n s .

At the National Teachers' Conference in
August 1976, the three schools, Kenilworth,
Johannesburg and Pretoria agreed to adopt
the upper school in Constantia, for the time
being, as their upper school.

The Constantia Waldorf School Hostel, St.
Franciscus House, beautifully situated at
Hout Bay, already boards students from
several parts of South Africa and South West
Africa, aged from 7 to 18. It is so popular that
the children and youngsters want to stay dur
ing half-terms and/or holidays!
Francis Edmunds will be visiting the South
African schools in July and August and we
hope to include his more detailed report in the
following issue. Ed.

Miss Woldyk is a teacher and
educational counsel lor

The Growth o f Waldor f
Schools at Home and Abroad
by Ron Jarman

" D e a r S i r .
We have read about the principles of

Waldorf Education and would like to have a
Steiner School in this area. Please supply
details as to how this can be effected.

Y o u r s s i n c e r e l y "
Three letters of the above character have

reached the registered office of the Steiner
Schools Fellowship in the last couple of
months. Well, of course, the matter is not
quite as simple as that, but such letters are
indicative of the growing awareness in the
British Isles of the existence and value of what
is being attempted in our schools. No longer is
the mistaken view held by what was once a
relatively large number of people that our
schools exist primarily to help backward
c h i l d r e n .

Three years ago there were just six schools
in Great Britain, all of which had been in
existence between thirty and fifty years. Five
more now appear on the list and efforts are
being made to establish three more. Through
out the free world there has been a parallel and
in some countries an even stronger growth.
For example the list of schools in West
Germany published in August 1976 is already
incomplete and the number of them has now
passed the 50 mark.

Each of the six schools is currently able to
tell of new progress, whether in the establish
ment of new or extended classroom facilities,
a much stabler financial position, or — most
important — a growth in the number of
children in the school.

So for example Elmfield is building a new
laboratory, Edinburgh has acquired more
land and buildings, Michael Hall is in the
midst of receiving donatioq^s towards a new
school hall, the New School is adding new
classrooms and at Wynstones parents are not
only contributing funds but their own labour
in improving and extending facilities there.
Michael House will be moving their whole

school to a new, much bigger and more
attractive site this January.

At a time when the economic situation of
the country as a whole is becoming more
serious and when government ministers and
local authorities are unable to give monetary
help — despite considerable sympathy and
real wish to be able to do so in many cases ~
such progress is remarkable. Although some
of it is due to the increasing dissatisfaction
which parents have for various kinds of state
schools, a main cause lies in the certainty of
the education's righlness in the hearts and
minds of the teachers who work in Waldorf
schools. This is backed by the willingness of
parents to make big personal sacrifices in
paying fees.

The most recently begun school is Perry
Court School near Canterbury. Situated amid
the fields of a biodynamic farm, the school
will be following the healthy and oft-used
pattern of adding one new class per year until
the present nine-year-olds have become
eighteen years old and the school complete.
On October 2nd the fifteen children recited
the morning verse as their contribution to the
school's first festive occasion in the presence
of parents and well wishers from many other
schools, whose token gifts — shining
eurythmy rods among them — added to the
o c c a s i o n .

Despite the progress being made, the
problem of how to help the impecunious
parent remains an urgent one. Some of the
newer schools — Bristol, Folly Farm and
Holy wood (Belfast) — and also Botton, have
resolved, all in different ways, to solve this by
charging no set fees or none at all, but asking
parents individually to give whatever they
can. This can also take the form of work for
the school as well as monetary gifts. Although
the consequence of this can be low provision
of money for personal needs or cramped living
quarters for the teachers, this is accepted will
ingly by the latter who consider that such a
way of working shows a new social ideal of
which this country will have great need in
coming years. Certainly the social relation
ship engendered between parents and teachers
is a fine one in consequence.
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Although an alternative in the shape of
state aid is not yet a practical possibility in this
country (from the state's point of view) at
present, the pros and cons of complete
independence versus some form of integra
tion and all possible intermediate positions,
continue to be argued in almost every
European country where Steiner schools are
found. Wherever money is forthcoming from
the state in Holland, Germany, Finland,
Sweden, etc., a continuous dialogue with the
government is necessary to preserve the

essential freedom of the school. Some regard
such a conversation as natural and healthy
whilst others dispute this.

Whatever the view taken the continuing
expansion of our school movement will
produce an increasing recognition of the value
of Waldorf education both by the state and
the public at large.
Ron Jarman is mathematics teacher, lecturer
and Chairman of the Steiner Schools Fellow
ship
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The Spectre of
Teacheasy Inc.
by JOHN DAVY

The phrase 'child centred education' usually
brings approving nods. But what does it
mean? It presupposes we know what a child is.
But if we look behind much educational dis
cussion, we come first to a good deal of fuzzi-
ness; and then, if we press forward, we shall
find, lurking in the background and often
deeply buried, two contrasting views of
human nature: one sees the child as primarily
a being of inherited instinct and desire; the
other sees him as a receptacle to be shaped and
filled by society.

Neither view fully matches our instinctive
and commonsense conviction that children
are emergent individuals, born for freedom
and dignity, whose essential being and value
transcend both their parents' genes and the
influence of society. Yet this conviction
struggles in a kind of vacuum, between two
poles of thinking about the child. Rudolf
Steiner filled this vacuum, as we shall see,
wi th an idea of chi ldhood ut ter ly
revolutionary in its perspective and conse
quences, and yet in full harmony with the
natural feelings and convictions of very many
parents and teachers.

Before considering this, though, I want to
look briefly at the two dominant schools of
psychology of this century — psychoanalysis
and behaviourism. They have woven together
the ideas of inherited instinct and environ
mental influence, but in different ways.

The psychoanalytical school has been more
interested in the being of inherited instinct and
desire. Freud took a gloomy view of this

being, the Id, regarding it as the most funda
mental part of human nature, but as
essentially primitive, ego-centric, anti-social.
In infancy, it is suppressed and defeated by
society, by the forces of law and order, and
with luck may reconcile itself to a life of
u n e a s y c o m p r o m i s e . S o m e o f F r e u d ' s
successors have taken a more positive view,
believing that children are instinctively
curious, anxious to learn, wanting to explore
the world and master the skills of living. Out
of such beliefs have grown many of the ideals
and practices of 'progressive' education.
Problems and failures are then attributed to
society, the teacher, the parents, who frustrate
or misunderstand these instincts. At an
extreme, this leads to the idea of 'de-
schooling' society, of eliminating all insti
tutions and practices which would impose any
thing on children. Society should simply make
available learning resources and opportuni
ties so that children can help themselves.

As a reaction to old-style chalk and talk, the
emphasis on exploration, discovery and the
child's own spontaneous interests has been
healthy. But it is now under fire: many of the
large comprehensive schools in Britain are
uncomfortably chaotic and even violent. And
there is some, still disputed, evidence of a drop
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in 'standards' of reading, writing and other behaviour into socially desirable forms,
skills. This may set the pendulum of educa- In the United States, this has led recently to
tion swinging the other way, towards the pole a significant debate about the training of
of behaviour ism. teachers. The profession is under fire f rom

The behavourists do not regard instincts or parents and administrators worried about
desires , as either good or bad. Indeed they discipline and standards. We must know, they
prefer not to use words which refer to 'inner' say, that teachers are competent. They must
aspects of human nature, as they are therefore declare in advance what they aim to
impossible to observe. All that we can see are achieve and how they will prove that they have
outer effects — physical gestures and move- achieved it. This means measurement, in the
ments, behaviour. best behaviour ist t radi t ion. This opens the

Professor B.F. Skinner, the father of way for some very large commercial interests
modern behaviourism, takes this attitude to who seek to capitalise on the behaviourist
remarkable extremes. I once had a long con- approach by breaking down all subjects into
versation with him in which 1 was trying to small modules of instruction, combined with
find out whether he simply argues that man's tests to establish that the pupil has learned the
inner life is not observable and cannot there- approved responses. Thousands of such
fore be part of a scientific psychology; or instruction kits are now available, so that all
whether he thought that this inner life does the hard-pressed teacher has to declare is: "1
not exist. Finally, he sat back with a sigh and aim to teach Shakespeare appreciation, and 1
said: "Mr. Davy — you should not imagine we shall assure my competence by using the kits
have been 'having a conversation' or from Teacheasy Inc., and getting my pupils
'exchanging ideas'. We've just been behav- through the tests they include."
ing." End of conversation. Wait a minute, says the sceptic, what does

Behaviourists may therefore accept, with Teacheasy Inc. know about Shakespeare?
psychoanalysts, that the human being has Just look, says the teacher, at the academic
inherited instincts, patterns of behaviour, but talent they have on their advisory board,
would argue that they are in any case shaped including half a dozen professors of
by society and the environment. The idea of a educational and behavioural psychology. My
'de-schooled' society merely means replacing children are getting the fruits of the best
one environment with another. The only educational brains in the country,
reasonable aim, therefore, is to understand There are signs that this same trend will be
this shaping process and control it. felt here. Mr. James Hamilton, Permanent

All right, say the progressives, but what are Secretary in the Department of Education
your aims? Ours are liberty, equality, frater- and Science, recently told a conference that
nity, the dignity of man, a just society. Fine the Department's tasks "must mean more
words, say the behaviourists, but mere hot air. than seeing that teachers, buildings and other
It all boils down in the end to behaviour. Our resources are available on whatever scale the
aim is appropriate behaviour, and our criteria country can afford. It must mean, I believe, a
are commonsensical and pragmatic. We want much closer interest by the Department in the
behaviour that best serves contentment and curriculum in its widest sense, the assessment
the survival of the human species. The aim of of performance, and even the relation of
education must therefore be to condition teaching method to performance." Closer
children's behaviour so that they fit into a interest by whom? In corporate Britain, not
carefully designed social structure. Teacheasy Inc. and its board of experts, but

Where, in all this, is the teacher? At the Departmental officials and their Boards of
progressive extreme, he becomes at most a experts.
learning resource, who may or may not be Thus the educational pendulum swings
consulted by children. At the other pole, he more wildly between de-schooling and Teach-
becomes a behavioural engineer, moulding easy Inc. The progressive extreme would
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surround them with a kind of supermarket, in how such a concept begins to transmute, in
which they are invited to go impulse-buying. principle, and in practice, the present day
But it regards all outer form, structure and dualistic ding-dong which I believe is both
authority, even the adult's own ideals (apart sterile and destructive,
from the ideal of not 'imposing' on the child) At the basis of Waldorf education is a con-
as repressive. The behaviourist extreme would viction that we meet in the chUd an emergent
deny that there is anything to be repressed, individual with a spiritual history reaching
and sees only behaviour to be shaped. The aim long before birth. Interestingly, this can lead
is the perfect conformist in William Whyte's to an immediate sympathy with the pro-
phrase, the 'other-directed' human being who gressive stream of education, in that here too,
grows up to serve contentedly the ideals and there is a deep and sincere attempt to
profit margins of Teacheasy and other giant encourage the emergence of the true
Corporations. It denies all 'inwardness' in the individual. Indeed much modern psycho-
child, and makes education ultimately into analytical thinking has been struggling to
measurement of performance. strengthen the concept of the individual which

transcends the primitive Id-animal. This
Somewhere in the middle ground, of struggle imbues the whole stream of

course, are all the really good teachers who are 'humanistic psychology', represented in the
working out of a love for children and their work of people like Abraham Maslow.
own sound human feeling. It is in the middle when you ask: "What is the
ground, too, that Steiner education lives. But individual?", you get either a 'don't know', or
it is in no sense a compromise between the two ̂  belief that the individual emerges 'some-
extremes. It is something much more radical. inherited genes.

When Rudolf Steiner opened his first train- This is in sharp contrast to the view of the
ing course for teachers of the first Waldorf child as a spiritual being who clothes himself
School in Stuttgart, he introduced a new and in an inherited body, and the instincts which it
startlingly different factor into the debate. He bears. But these are servants, not masters or
spoke forcefully of an "entirely new mood" causes of the essential human being, the being
which must come into the classroom if of freedom and dignity. As an adult, he can
education is to go forward in this century. The begin to transmute his instincts. As a child, he
mood must arise out of a deepening aware- is still clothing himself. The teacher's task is
ness of the real nature of the children whom then neither to repress, nor let rip, but to guide
the teacher meets — that he meets human and balance the instinctive nature. In this way,
beings who are continuing a process begun the teacher is undoubtedly an 'authority' for
long before birth. . . We will be conscious the child. To stand aside, and be a mere
that physical existence here is a continuation 'resource', is like putting a child on a power-
of the spiritual, and that we, through ful horse and letting go the reins,
education, have to carry on what has hitherto Thus one task of the teacher is to help the
been done by higher beings without our child grow into his 'inheritance', his body,
p a r t i c i p a t i o n . " A m o n g o t h e r t h i n g s , t h i s m e a n s t a k i n g

An enormous challenge. An impossible account of the temperament, which is
one, many might say, in our present sceptical physiologically based — choleric, sanguine,
and agnostic climate. There is not the space phlegmatic, melancholic — and knowing how
here to discuss how such a challenge can be to help the child work with it (for example, in
met in reallife, not as a matter of belief but of casting a play: who should play the knight,
growing perception. (Steiner himself fully who the hermit?). This is the part of his
realised how formidable a problem he was 'environment' with which the child is most
creating, and met it in many books and intimately united. But he also meets his wider
lectures, which the reader can explore for environment, through his senses. Psycho-
himself). My aim here is simply to point out analysts, behaviourists and Walforf teachers
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a r e u n i t e d i n t h e i r c o n v i c t i o n t h a t t h i s
environment has profound formative effects
on the human being from earliest infancy. The
question is what to do about it.

The progressive tends to fall back here on
'instinct'. He hopes that the unrepressed child
will know what he needs at any one time. He
will know how to shop in the world super
market. This rests in a dream of innocence.
Yet it is perfectly obvious that unlike animals,
human beings are not infallibly guided by
instinct. Nor are their surroundings 'natural'.
We do not live in a garden of Eden, but in a
man-made supermarket, loud with the hard
sell, all too ready to exploit every instinct
commercially or in other ways. At the other
pole, the behaviourist aims to control the
env i ronment to teach conformi ty and
con ten tment . He w i l l f a i l t o no t i ce o r be
interested in the child as an innovator, a
creative being who springs surprises and
writes poems quite unforeseen by the pro
grammes of Teacheasy Inc.

To appreciate Steiner's contribution to this
question of conscious management of the
environment, of what a chi ld meets as he
grows up, really entails a fundamental study
of the curr icu lum he worked out wi th the
teachers of the first Waldorf school. There is
not space for this here (readers are referred to
back numbers of this journal and other litera
ture on Walforf education). It is perhaps
enough to say this: The emerging individual
seeks to meet not only his inherited body, but
the world in which he is to live, including his
history, culture, the kingdoms of nature, the
materials of his surroundings, his fellow
human beings. But he cannot meet these any
o l d h o w .

The progressive recommendation is "teach
it when the child asks for it." The behaviou
rist says "teach it when convenient". Steiner
approaches this task quite differently, as a
problem of understanding development. Here
again, there is a link with another stream of
child psychology, as developed by Piaget and
his followers. They have shown with great
clarity certain phases of intellectual develop
ment, which determine many aspects of the
form and content of the material which can be

brought to children of different ages. Earlier
this century. Steiner was describing these
same phases of development, but enriched by
attention to emotional and moral develop
ment as well, and by a wealth of practical
suggestions for the things that will meet the
child's real needs at a particular age. And
whereas Piaget would probably describe the
phenomena of maturation as symptoms of
changes in the physical brain, Steiner regards
them as symptoms of maturation in the whole
organism, including the 'subtle bodies' bear
ing life and sentience, whereby they gradually
become fully available to the spiritual activity
of the incarnating individual.

Thus Steiner would not have regarded the
psychoanalytical and behaviourist views of
man as 'wrong', but only as limited. Both offer
important insights. But neither answers the
central question "Who am IT' The teacher
needs to experience this question himself if he
is to bring it to his children: "Who are youT'
H e r e l i e s t h e s o u r c e o f t h e ' n e w m o o d ' o f
which Steiner spoke, without which we may
expect increasing alternations of anarchy and
apathy in our schools. For children are
emergent spiritual beings who expect to be
met and recognised as they arrive. They bring
from the world before bir th needs and resolves
for life which they have evolved with the help
of'teachers' far greater than any they will meet
on earth. We need what they bring, and must
learn to make them truly welcome.

John Davy is a freelance Journalisi, lecmrer
and vice-principal of Emerson College

Geography of Europe with
12-year-olds A Study in Contrasts

by MARGARET SHILLAN

In the plant Main Lesson with 11-year-olds we
had looked at the vegetation all the way up a
mountain, from the luxuriant growth near the
foot to the gradually decreasing size of the
trees, till finally above the tree line there were
only mosses and lichens. We had compared
this to the two halves of the earth, being like
two mountains with their bases at the equator
and their peaks at the North and South Poles.

We had then seen how the vegetation of the
countries of the world was very like those
m o u n t a i n s .

Now as 12-year-olds we could really link
this in with our imaginary travelling across
Europe, country by country and by bringing
out the contrasts in the whole of Europe catch
something of the mood and essence of each
place.
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We started looking at the form of Europe
and how it has been sculpted by the oceans.
We coloured in blue the waters of Europe as a
free-hand, sweeping drawing, and saw what
was left — the shape of the land, with great
peninsulars jutting out on the West and huge
land masses on the East. We also painted it in
yellow and blue, and then let the green arise
from the meeting of these two colours where
the land was fertile, and we added orange
where the mountain ranges were.

Having got the feeling of Europe as a whole,
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we s ta r ted to look a t i nd iv idua l coun t r ies . We

flew down over Switzerland onto one of the
peaks of the Alps and saw how there were
mountains everywhere, no sea, but the sources
of some of the great rivers in Europe. We
f o l l o w e d t h e r i v e r s a n d f o u n d t h e c o u n t r i e s

bordering Switzerland. Stories of avalanches,
of farming life in the mountains, and of course
the heroic William Tell, all gave the mood of
S w i t z e r l a n d . O n e c h i l d w r o t e " T h e S w i s s a r e

expensive people", giving perhaps another
aspect of the country!

K a l e v a l a c h o fi t
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Then we went to a country t hat is a real con
trast to Switzerland, a country that has no
mountains at all, but lots and lots of water —
Finland. From the thousands of lakes and
rivers, and the thousands of islands
surrounded by sea we thought of all the
moods water can have, and from the class
came many suggestions of words, so that we
build up a rich imagery. Then the children
wrote poems using all these words, and
captured something of the mood of this still
unspoilt, lonely country — right up to the

wilds of Lapland where the Lapps still live in
tents. It was quite hard for them to imagine
how it must be when it is completely dark for
several weeks in winter, when the sea and all
the lakes are sol id ice — or at Midsummer at
the time of the Midnight Sun, when the sun
stays up all night. We sang the chant of the
Kalevala, that wonderful, rhythmic epic of
Finland, and also "From Lucerne to Weggis"
a Swiss yodelling song and the Volga boat
song for Russia.
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I

From a quid, peaceful couniry we went as a
conirasi lo a very noisy couniry, where the
people are full of life, action and talk — Italy.
We discussed how people in different parts of
the world behave in quite different ways,
especially in Northern and Southern
countries. It was a good opportunity for some
impromptu acting. We had one group in a
restaurant in England having a 'nice' lea party
full of polite conversation, and another show
ing a family outing in Italy, where an
emotional drama comes as naturally as a plate
of spaghetti! In these scenes quite unexpected
children suddenly shone.

From the icy lands of Finland we looked at
the fire of Italy and went right up to the crater
of Vesuvius, peered into the volcano, and
imagined how it poured its boiling lava over
Pompei.

Now there is a very small island in Europe
that has both ice and fire — and that is Iceland
— there you can find all the contrasts. The
children wrote about an imaginary walk
across Ice land and descr ibed how i t wou ld be
to watch a geyser erupting. Some wrote excit
ing stories imagining they were the Vikings
approaching Iceland for the first time across
the North Sea, and seeing that great rocky
archway or gateway to the island.

■■ N

We then saw how West coasts seem to be
full of islands and inlets, and this is especially
so with Norway, where the fjords ran right
into the land and the rock rises sheer on either
side. We imagined going right up one oftho.se
fjords in a little boat and seeing the pine
forests everywhere, and perhaps an eagle
o v e r h e a d .

Which country has very few forests and is
hot and high and treeless? Spain the
plateau, where the hot dry winds .sweep across
the land. The Moorish patterns on the walls of
the Alhambra were wonderful examples for
form drawings, and the question of why the
Spanish have bullfights provoked a good class
d i s c u s s i o n .

From a high country to a low country, and
perhaps the story of the boy who held the sea
back by putting his finger in the hole in the
dyke gives the picture for the Netherlands.

From a small country to a vast country. We
really tried to imagine the size of Russia, from
the size of Peter the Great's books to the
numbers of races and variety of people that
live in this great steppe land.

At the end of the main lesson we spent three
days making a model of Europe as a giant jig
saw puzzle. From a large wall map with a grid
over it, the class, divided into four groups
according to temperament, copied free-hand
the four quarters. We cleared the desks away
and all worked on the floor. We then trans
ferred it to cardboard and with the help of a
scale built up the mountain ranges in plasti
cine. It was then really clear to the group with
Russia how enormous it was!

At this age the children's interest is observ
ably turning outwards towards the world and
two on-going activities grew out of this main
lesson. First, the starling of a stamp club,
which gradually interested more and more
children in the class with how much you can
learn about a country from those little minia
ture pictures, and many of the children now
have wonderful collections. Second, we wrote
to many of the other Waldorf schools in
Europe, each child writing one letter. It was
marvel lous how many other countr ies
r e s p o n d e d . T h e y s e n t d r a w i n g s o r
descriptions of their schools or countries, and
now many in the class have pen-friends with
whom they are in regular correspondence

I

Margaret Shillan is a classieacher at Michael
H a l l
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Building Play
Written for eight-year-olds
by JON GODBER and PETER DAVIES
John Godher ami Pcier Davic.s arc class-
icachers at Michael Hall

Enler, singing

Song
Forty builders bold we are.
Building is our trade.
Bricks and mortar, tiles and tar,
Timber trusses and pipes we lay.
Some be farmers, some be wives.
Nurses, doctors, cooks.
Some be teachers, firemen saving lives,
Fishermen, and some bind books.

Rut forty builders etc. . . .
A l l :

The clients, Mr. and Mrs. Brown,
Engaged an architect,
Horace Smith, the best in town,
Drew up the plans, both up and down.
The building we'll erect.
A r c h i t e c t :
Foreman Sugg.
F o r e m a n :

Speaking, Sir!
A r c h i t e c t :
Cut the sod right away.
Ten minutes you have, you'd belter stir.
Get on with the job.
F o r e m a n :

O . K .

A l l :
The turf was cut, the drains were laid.
Trenches deep were dug,
Foundations of concrete thick were laid.
By the orders of Foreman Sugg.

Bricklayers
Trowel, plumbline, hod and level.
These the tools of our trade.
Headers, stretchers, frogs we know them,
For a thousand a day we lay.
We can build in many a bond.
Stretcher looks like so.
Of dutch and flemish you are fond?
Well, like this they go.
But today the foreman's planned
To lay the facing bricks.
One of cement to four of sand.
The mortar's ready mixed.
(They build)
There she is, all firm and ready
For the chippies to build the roof.
Firm and straight and strong and steady.
And, of course, it is damp proof.
Carpenters
Carpenters, carpenters, carpenters

a r e w e .

Working with wood from every kind of
t r e e ,

The ruler, the pencil, the chisel,
the plane.

These are the tools of the carpenter's
g a m e .

If you want a window frame or a door,
A bench, perhaps, or a fine flat floor.
Then we're the men to fill your needs
With not many words but a lot of deeds.

We measure and measure and measure again.
Then check and mark and saw and plane.
You'd think we'd get tired, but not a bit,
We like making things that really do fit.
T i l e r s

Up on the roof, high up in the blue
We work ail day, and what a view!
With tiles of clay to keep you warm
And guard you from the rain and storm.
Up on the Joists we are to be seen
Or ba,lancing on some trembling beam.
And with what skill we ply our trade
With every tile so neatly laid.
Come wind come rain come hurricane.
Once we've been there it's all the same.
We've worked our best and given

you proof
Just look at that stout and sturdy roof!
P l u m b e r s
As plumbers all we work in lead.
In copper, tin and steel.
We hea t t he me ta l ho t t e r t han red
And run the pipes with zeal.
Now listen how a joint we wipe
Right from the mains to bring
The water in a leaden pipe
To the slop-cock near the sink.

We bore a hole with auger keen.
With shave hook clean it bright.
The inlet pipe, too, must be clean
And gleam like moon at night.
With blow-lamp now we heat, you see.
For tinning it is time,
With tallowed moleskin wipe it free
From pin-pricks small and tiny.
To run the pipes from room to room
A hole or two we bash.
With hammer and chisel we pierce through.
With clatter and clang and crash.
iVJater spurts out from behind the building)

A l l :

What has happened?
P l u m b e r :

Nothing bad.
He didn't do as he oughta.
2 n d P l u m b e r :
What do you mean? You must be mad.
You said you'd turned off the water.
A l l :
Never mind, the job is done
Apart from wiring and plaster.
We've done it well and had some fun.
Who could have done it faster?

(Exit, singing 'Forty Builders
- P

T m m -
Foftv build ere bold we are. building is our trade, pricics & monar. tiles & tar.

( whistl ing )Tim .. ber trusses 8i pipes we lay

Te a c h e r ' s n o t e
This play was produced out of doors with

forty children. The melancholic children were
cast as carpenters, the choleric as plumbers,
the sanguine as
malic as bricklayi

A little house^
u s i n g c a r d b o a r d a s b r i c k s
cardboard tiles, can
s o o n .

Before the play was
w e r e f a m i l i a r w i t h e

they had already a
on building.
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Art and the Adolescent
True Art challenges the image that we receive of Man today

by TED ROBERTS

The age of puberty has never provoked as
much controversy as it does today;
educationalists, sociologists, psychiatrists and
parents are confronted with problems which
become increasingly difficult almost day by
day. Educationalists call for parent partici
pation, parents call for stricter guidelines
from schooling establishments, sociologists
complain about environmental conditions,
psychiatrists research parent-child relation
ships and report the lack of care and under
standing. While opinions and advice differ
greatly, the adolescent continues to bang
more loudly and violently on the doors of
established authority.

It is difficult within the context of a short
article to discuss puberty and its problems in
any detail. 1 hope within this brief description
of the art curriculum in the upper classes of a
Steiner or Waldorf school to show how the an
teacher approaches these very urgent and
complex difficulties of the adolescent.

The phenomenon of light and darkness
reveals the physical world to our senses. We
are able to gauge our movements by it, in fact
our whole life is governed by the light and
dark cycle of day and night, summer and
winter. For the adolescent who is experienc
ing the first inner stirrings of his unfolding
ind iv idua l i ty, the wor ld appears dark ,
unconsoling and indifferent to the struggle of
transformation that is taking place within
him. Suddenly for him the harmonious days
of his childhood are gone; no longer is his life

full of sunshine; no longer does he see his
parents or his teachers as the infallible, all-
seeing, all-knowing lights of his life. The spell
of childhood is broken, he feels lonely and
confused, cast out into the world of man with
all its strengths and weaknesses. It is at this
point in his development that one introduces
through art the conflict of his inner situation,
the conflict of light and darkness.

For the fifteen-year-old, the drama of light
and darkness provides the ground for artistic
experience. With charcoal in hand the pupil
embarks on his first drawing; and with
controlled, deliberate strokes proceeds to
darken the white surface of his paper. Slowly
he builds up areas of shading, intensifying its
strength, and as he does so, these darker areas
call forth the lighter elements of the surface
into a dramatic confrontation. The teacher
encourages him to explore further; gradually
the pupil realises that not only skill in
handling the charcoal is necessary, but also
deliberation and decision is called upon if he is
to maintain a balance between these two
opposing forces. With lighter strokes the
shading is carefully extended; the pupil begins
to allow the darker and lighter areas to blend
together, thus producing intermediary tones
of grey. On stepping back from the surface he
is able to absorb the total effect, one of com
plete balance. Inwardly the pupil feels a
certain satisfaction with what he has achieved.

From this balanced composition to the next
exercise, where the teacher can present the
pupil with a different problem, to allow the

darker ureas lo cover most olTlie surface, t)nly
allowing the penetration of small shafts of
light. Instantly the pupil is thrown into an
extreme situation, where the pervading dark
ness evokes a mood of melancholy, solitude
and almost hopeless despair; he feels its
constricting power give way to rising tensions.
The mood isset.Thedimlightsuggestsaform
here and there, adding an element of mystery
and haunting excitement to the picture as the
dramatic possibilities of light and darkness
are revea led .

Through his outer creative efforts the
adolescent provides the balance for his inner
torments and struggles. The skills of crafts
such as joinery, basket-weaving, modelling
and pottery, when practiced, encourage his
sense of symmetry, structure and balance. The
image one is working with as a teacher, is that
of the ideal harmonious man, the picture of
which emerges in a study of Renaissance Art.
The great works of Leonardo, Michelangelo
and Raphael, are discussed with the pupils,
through which the teacher leads them to an
experience of the divine status of man — Man

of whom the sculptor Michelangelo had this
to say:

He who made the whole made every
part; then from the whole chose the
most beautiful, to reveal on earth, as He
has done here and now in His own sub
lime perfections. The human figure is
the particular form in which beauty is
most clearly manifested."

The Godlike image of man, this was the
ideal for Michelangelo. It would seem that in
the present day, when there is much talk in
.schools of the need for sex education where
often only the mechanics of the subject are
described, the young person is deprived of the
real needs of h is inner nature which cr ies out
for a true, all-embracing ideal picture of man.
Here art can play its role, to instruct, inspire
and reaffirm the spiritual origins of man's
existence. Art challenges the image that we
receive of man today, man as an economic
pawn, conditioned by his environment, a
victim of mass media, driven and dictated to
by his desires and external circumstances. The
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challenge is one which must be taken up by the
teacher if he is to see beyond behaviour
problems of the adolescent, to the young man
who yearns to experience the 'sublime perfec
tions' of his own inner nature.

The initial turmoil of puberty slowly gives
way to a more settled period at the age of six
teen when the pupil gradually comes to grips
with the dichotomy of his situation. He now
l o o k s o u t t o h i s f e l l o w m e n ; h e n c e h e
moves into a more social realm where his
experience becomes one which leads him into
a more conscious appreciation and under
standing of the world.

The previous lessons in light and darkness
can now be developed by the teacher towards
appreciation of layout and composition. The
sixteen-year-old is invariably keen to gain an
understanding of the basic elements of design,
such things as poster-making, still-lifes, lino
cuts from drawings which have been made
from a direct study of nature, for within
nature's rhythms the pupil will find the force
of growth and inspiration for his compo
sitions. Still-life drawings help the pupil lo
understand the relationship between objects
and the way in which the light affects their
surfaces. The texture and quality, whether an
object be hard, soft, rough, smooth etc., each
demands from him a different approach, a
di fferent solut ion within the cot i tcxl of the
whole composition. Poster-making requires a
more graphic approach; sketches can be
made, a process of selection gone through
before the right combination of forms is found
for the design. This process encourages the
pupil to bringabout order in his own thinking,
a type of thinking that encourages a fresh
approach to each task and refrains from
falling back on old solutions for new
problems. Through this work also a real social
sense can arise, particularly in discussions
where a give and take and sometimes the
courage to sacrifice one's own treasured
opinions are necessary. A sense of direction
can be grasped and a feeling for the rightncss
and va lue o f h i s own con t r i bu t ion to the
whole. .A grand social design emerges in which
each individual makes his contribution, plays
his part. The pupil moves towards a sense of
t h e a r t i s t i c i n t h e s o c i a l r e a l m .

Romanticism heralds the arrival of the
pupil into his seventeenth year. Through Art
the pupil seeks to discover the world of the
Spirit in nature. The teacher looks towards
the Romantic poets and painters, who strove
to experience a mystical union with nature.
Constable, Blake, Turner, are the three great
painters oi this period; Constable with his
often repealed studies of his tiative landscape
ol Dedham In which he experienced the
pre.scnce of the Christ-being; Turner with his
'Golden Visions', .surfaces of colour dissolved
lo re-unite in the hearts of men; Blake with his
soreness of line and vision which depict clear
forms of classical figures, figures carrying the
seed of 'poetic genius'. All three journeyed
along different paths, all three sought to unite
thcinselves with the undying, creative spirit
which lives in nature and man.

The Spirit of Romanticism is an integral
part of the inner life of the sixteen- to
seventeen-year-old pupil. His is a journey
towards the realization of the Self, to an
experience of the divine workings of Spirit
which makes each man unique, which inspires
each to take his particular or individual path
in l i fe .

Colour can be re-discovered at this stage,
having been put aside during the previous two
years; it should be introduced as a language, a
language which has its basis in the moods it
creates. Colour as it appears in the landscape
changes throughout the year from the blues,
black and greys of winter giving way to the
greens and yellows of Spring and Summer and
finally to the Autumnal months which fade in
a blaze of oranges, golds and reds. Each
period of the year has its special appeal not
only to the senses, but also to the developing
life of the soul. A breathing takes place
between man and nature: just as nature
contracts and expands in its eternal process of
recreation, so does man when he passes
through the cycle of the year, from the outer
physical activities of the summer months to an
inner contemplative life of the winter time. A
similar experience can be gained from the
realm of colour; in reds, yellows and oranges
one can feel the stimulus for action, warmth,
expansion, which in the painted surface can

also give expression to feelings of joy, passion
and wrath. On the opposite scale of blues and
violets, the experience is one which calls forth
action of a different kind; one is drawn out
into distant reaches, but the mood is also one
of inner calm, of self-searching. A new
perspective emerges, one which springs from
the activity of the colour itself, warm colours
increasing in energy as they radiate towards
us, while the colder colours recede into the
distance. With these experiences the pupil
begins to create out of his own experience, not
merely copying outward physical pheno
mena, relagating colour to a secondary
descriptive role, but rather arriving at his con
tent through an inner living relationship
which exists between himself , colour and
n a t u r e .

Finally, at the age of eighteen, we pause for
a moment and look back on the path we have
travelled. Memories of his past experiences in
his life and education fill the pupil; this is to be
his final year of schooling and he now stands
on a threshold between school and life itself. It
is with mixed feelings that he looks forward to
his new life of independence, feelings which
contain a slight foreboding. From the
harmonious pictures of the Renaissance to the
struggles experienced by the 20th century
painters Van Gogh, Cezanne, Gauguin; all
three felt isolated in a modern technological
civilisation which had lost its sense of human
values. Man's imagination had become stifled
by his external success in harnessing the forces
of nature, and he began to feel himself
iso lated, root less, an outcast in h is own
society, the appendage of some unwieldy

machine. It was for these reasons that ail three

painters shunned the modern fashionable
society of Paris in the I880's, toseek fora new
set of values in nature and in its interpre
tation. Van Gogh in his search forlhe 'Peasant
of all peasants', Cezanne with his geometric
interpretation of nature saw himself as the
primitive of the new way', Gauguin who took
from nature by 'dreaming about it', 'Dream
and then just go ahead and paint'. All these
sought for a new beginning, all three felt them
selves to be prophets of a new age, a
Rena issance .

The pupil at this stage will also feel himself
to be entering a new phase of his development,
and it is out of the spirit and the thinking of
the late 19th, early 20th cenluiy that one
works, as a teacher, realising that in his artistic
development the pupil has now reached the
colour experiences of his first year at school,
but now through his fully awakened
consc iousness .

. V
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To present to the individual, an individual
and unique view of the world, the pupil is
encouraged to see the world through the eyes
of the Impressionists; to see in their pictures
an attempt to capture the ever-changing
appearance of light upon surfaces in nature.
Objectivity was all-important to the Impres
sionists, and their paintings sought to express
the total experience of the changing face of
nature throughout the course of a day.
Monet's series of the 'Haystack' and 'Rouen
Cathedral' are good examples of this. The
pupil, with background guidance from the
teacher begins to deepen his knowledge of
painting through a study of various tech
niques, using the knowledge of colour and
composition he has gained in previous lessons
to explore the modern concepts of man and
nature. His ability to think more analytically
is brought into play, not simply in order that
he becomes clever at directing opinion, but to
enable him to strengthen and consolidate his

own position in life through an understand
ing of what is trying to express itself in modern
painting. Through this study of con
temporary artistic problems the pupil can
become a true man of his times, not con
ditioned to think in this way or that, or to be
swayed by popular opinion, but someone who
can work out of the unique forces of his own
individuality and at the same time yearns to
recognise in others what lives within himself,
the mysterious workings of the Spirit which
reveals the origin of all men.

"Yearning for indivisible being, libera
tion from the sensory illusion of our
ephemeral life; this is the state of mind at
the bottom of all art. Its great goal is to
dissolve the whole system of our partial
sensations, to disclose an unearthly
being that dwells behind all things, to
s h a t t e r t h e m i r r o r o f l i f e t o b e h o l d

being." Franz Marc.
Ted Roberts is artist, designer and art teacher
a t M i c h a e l H a l l
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Book Reviews
Educa t i on Towards F reedom
by Frans Carlgren and Arne Klingborg, translated by Joan and
Siegfried Rudel. Lanthorn Press, £7
In 1972 a remarkable book was published in
SluUgart. It presented a finely illustrated
survey of Waldorf Education throughout the
world. We are glad to report that, through the
initiative of Joan and Siegfried Rudel, this has
now appeared in an English translation.

In the foreword an appeal is made for a true
understanding of the nature of the human
being. Too much stress is laid today on
preparing pupils to take their place in our
economic system with its mass production
and mass media; and too little thought is given
to the real needs of the growing child. The aim
of this book is to follow through the different
stages of child development and to show how
awakening faculties can be nurtured so that
when pupils leave the school they may have
acquired the strength to direct their own lives.

The first impression gained by glancing
through these pages is of the beauty of the
children's artistic work. Every stage of the
child's pre-school and school life, from the
moment it can hold a crayon or wield a brush,
is represented in drawings and paintings of

rich colouring and lively phantasy.
The text is no less impressive. The contents

cover a very wide field. Those who have never
heard of Rudolf Steiner or of Waldorf
Education can here find an outline of his
career and an account of the circumstances in
which the first Waldorf School came into
being. Full details are then given of the ideals
and the programme of a typical Waldorf
School and the importance of the educa
tional impulse in the modern world.

Each phase of the child's growth is followed
through with lively accounts of actual situa
tions, from the imitative stages of the pre
school years to the problems of puberty and
the hoped-for final attainment of judgement.
There are delightful examples of classroom
practice, of methods of dealing with the
different temperaments, and of overcoming
problems of discipline. The course of the main
lessons throughout the twelve classes is given
in some detail, accompanied by pupils'
i l lust rat ions which reveal the interest and
enthusiasm they experienced in the different

subjects. For all who are concerned with
teaching this book can act as a stimulus to new
ideas and methods of pre.sentation. Parents
can here follow through the course of their
children's education.

There is no attempt at propaganda, (he
difficulties of guiding adolescents are con
scientiously faced and, though many reward
ing achievements are mentioned, failures arealso acknowledged. What is especially
stressed as important for pupils entering into
puberty is the awakening of a realistic way of
thinking. The approach to all learning at this
stage should be in the best sense scientific.
7 his does not mean that concepts formulated
by specialists should be slavishly accepted but
that accurate observation leading to clear
thinking should be developed. Such a train
ing can lead to an understanding of processes
so that phenomena can be inier-relatcd
instead of isolated and atomised.

It is a timely moment for this book to
appear as it goes to the heart of our educa
tional problems. In the present conflict
between the different schools of thought the
essentials are forgotten. Neither the
supporters of the view that the child,
surrounded by visual and aural aids should
find his own way, nor the adherents of the
long established mental discipline, consider
the question 'what is man?' The deeper issues
arc evaded and the advice of psychiatrists and
social workers sought when it becomes all loo
obvious that young people have not received
during their school years what they need for
l i fe .

In the Waldorf Schools the content of the
lessons is invariably related to man himself
and there emerges an ideal of the human being
which can give hope for the future. Under the
threats of bureaucratic or government inter
vent ion the teachers remain true to their
essential task, care for the needs of their
pupils.

in 'Education towards Freedom' we are
shown how the growing child gradually
acquires confidence in his powers of will, feel
ing and thought. On leaving school, though
still immature, the pupil can realise the

possibility ol developing sound judgement,
and the need of widening his .sympathies while
at the same time controlling his egoistic
impulse.s. He is on the way to becoming a free
human being.

The Waldor f School Movement is here
shown to be active in countries in many pans
of the world. It is surely time that in Fngiand ii
should be taken more seriously.

E , H .
Eileen Huichins is a lecturer ami foumler-
leacher at Elmjielil School

The King and the Green Angelica.
Lanthorn Press. £2.50

Teachers and parents intent on finding the
best available reading matter for their ten-
year-olds will welcome the appearance of this
anthology, as a supplement to the stories ofthe Norse Gods and Heroes. One can only be
enthusiastic and grateful that these stirring
tales of Saxo Grammaticus and "other Scan
dinavian writers" are extant and that thero«are
people such as Isabel Wyatt and Joan Rudel
who have recognised their worth and made
them available, with this robust period of
childhood particularly in mind".

The volume is described as a Waldorf
Reader, and, as such, is cultivating almost
virgin soil. Rudolf Steiner schools do not plug
away at reading from an early age, yet, in two
or three years (that is by the time the child has
reached age 10-11) one legitimately expects
their average" pupils to have made up con
siderable ground, or even to be reading with
more expression than an early starter, and
with a comprehension that begins to flow fully
down into the speech organs, there to be met
by the stirring response of their also-educated"
young hearts. One is reminded of the sudden
flowering of the tundra when the ice thaws
each spring. The King and the Green Angelica
gives abundant scope for this confluence to
emerge in a language that children of this age
revel in; a language sculptured by its
ubiquitous alliteration; a language thrusting
forward with terse, clear-cut syntax, in which
there is no scope for or tolerance of the
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virginia-creeper kind of growth that sprouts
and spreads from the effusive iips of - the
then contemporary — Roman rhetoricians,
indeed, it is a language which strikes just the
right note for the psychological situation that
is the daily and hourly experience of these
young, ten-year-old Vikings, who surge into
the classroom, steering through the heaving
swell of their own, physiologically-bound
inner life, to greet the teacher — their jarl —
each morning. The blushes of a translator who
can preserve this quality of the original
language, in a children's book of all places,
should not be spared.

There is no printed programming in the
vocabulary of this reader, but one gets the
impression that there is a certain "range", as in
a school-song. The pitch of a song is at artistic
liberty, unlike the build-up of a singing
exercise; the vocabulary of this reader ranges
with sure-footed inspiration within its own —
if not defined, necessarily restricted — limits.
Yet this is handled with a literary skill which
allows fantasy to take wing in spile of the
restriction. For the most part, only those
words with Anglo-Saxon passports are
permitted to land upon the translator's
linguistic shores. Whereas the English country
lane beats about many a bush on its winding
way, as compared with the bulldozering
directness of a road of Roman origin, that the
converse is usually the case in English etymo
logy is superbly demonstrated in this vocabu
lary. The overwhelming preference for words
of Teutonic derivation enables these stories to
go direct to the heart. For instance, in: How
the Old Hero won the duel with The Nine, we
read: "When the troth-plight feast n-as over,
the other Kings and Princes came to bidfare
well to the King of the Danes . . ."How
encumbered and artificial this leave-taking
would become if it had been a ceremony being
concluded, by monarchs and their retinue,
who proceed to deliver their valedictory

addresses before their impending depar
ture . . ./ The effect of such an exclusively
"pure" vocabulary smacks of that unforget
table flavour of a well-simmered, herb-
garnished broth, without flour to thicken it,
and its affinity with the original rings true. At
the same time the bold, granite-like outline of
each sentence is enhanced; so that, even if "the
cat sat on the mat," he would also bristle or
purr — unlike his nylon caricature, pur
chased in the self-service toy department of
the most popular store in town — and the mat
would certainly be hand-woven, and probably
from plant-dyed wool.

But this choice of words has a second role to
play. It exposes children at a very impression
able age to a magnificent plethora of the non-
phonetic words with which our mother tongue
abounds, (which some of the less-gifted ones
will be struggling to spell correctly for some
time to come) while at the same time it
remains always within reading-reach. Finally,
the style as a totality is the perfect vehicle for
the vigorous inner mood of the stories and the
pace at which they move. It is a style which can
grip the young reader, obviating the necessity
for floods of illustration, so prevalent in
ch i l d ren ' s pub l i ca t i ons t oday — and
occasionally, as in: How the Prince won his
Wife, (p.45), soars into ballad-like dramatic
intensity.

Perhaps of more interest to the teacher
than the parent is the technical aspect, for it is
easy to find at random numerous e.xamplcs of
the kind of linguistic stepping-stones which
help the youngster cross over from his land of
Paradisal illiteracy to the far banks of fluent
reading. There are diphthong repetitions:
loud, shout: there are simpler or more com
plex repetitive sequences: Ki»g Feng b/t his
l/p; waier-drawer; 6andy such brave Mows.
Moreover, opportuni t ies of introducing
similar expressions from the vernacular are
not missed: with all its might and main: his

face was the face of a . . .; from lip to lip.
There is a wealth of composites: robber-lords,
candle-end, birth-right, gift-master, high-seat,
harp-frame, etc. There are the one-step-back
and two-steps-forward constructions: IJffo
grew from babe to child. He grew from child
to lad. He grew from lad to stripling .
Under the mound they came to a deep pit!
They took a long sword. It was a King of
swords. Along the blade of the sword ran
runes. The runes said: . . . There is also the
plain, hammering-it-home approach: theword light is used four times over in as many
lines, while bright is introduced simul
taneously. The awakening device of an inter
rupting rhythm appears: (in: I hear my Son's
Sword, said Vermund) Old, old ... frail,
frail... blind ... blind, old ... frail and old
and blind... old and frail and blind ... All
these and many similar e.xamples range freely
throughout the book. Progress becomes the
by-product of lashings of enjoyable practice,
appealing to the life of feeling and feeling-will.

In stories for children the proper names can
be a cause of constant blockage. Here they
tend to be a delight. How refreshing to have all
the twelve brothers named (in: The King and
the Robbers): Gunborn, Gudborn, Alborn,
Asborn, Hilborn, Ulborn, etc . . .(Thereisa
missing comma in this list! Is this the
deliberate mistake that assures the oriental
mind that only divinity is perfect? Or is it the
gentle beginning of a training in caution
against accepting the print of the Occident too
implicitly? Or is it simply a minor printing
error?)

rhe poetry has been selected from: "An
anthology of Old English Poetry" — O.U.P.,
ideal in content, authentic in its rousing
rhythms, adequate in its individual sounds
and its imagery, yet not nearly constantly
strong enough in its alliterative appeal for
class recitation at this age, and certainly sur
passed in this respect by other "translators".

The illustrations are somewhat severe, yet
they are reticent both in quantity and size. The
predominant use of black and white gives
them a starkness reminiscent of the sculpture
of the Norwegian Stave Churches. But,
though the lack of colour may not appeal to
all, Arne Klingborg'.sand Gudrid Malmsten's
striking gestures and forms are clearly
stamped with the seal of life.

Included is one song. The Sigurd Song of
the Faroe Islands, taken from the cream of the
cream of all the Norse heritage. The melody
may be sung to all the verses of this particular
English version, without the will-weakening
fuss of the alternative rhythms. These could be
omitted in future impressions. The first note
of the chorus should plainly be a dotted
crochet; and the authenticity of the two lower
C-sharps is questionable. The metronome
mark strikes one as an unnecessary anachro
nism, but it is also misleadingly fast.

The stories in this anthology culminate in a
tale — The Candle in the Harp — which tells
of the passing of the old order and the advent
of the new. This is treated extremely
delicately: the vigour of the old is partly trans
formed, partly merged with the calming
influence of the new, to bring about a new
harmony. The grandeur of the once wild
mountain remains, but its steep slopes become
terraced with productive vineyards and its
foothills glow with ripening corn. But this is
only the last of the many deeply moral streams
that emerge from this wonderfully engaging
compilation.

R . B . M .

Br ien Masters is a mus ic ian and c lass ieacher
a t M i c h a e l H a l l
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R U D O L F S T E I N E R
a documentary biography,
^y Johannes Hemleben,
translated by Leo Twyman.
Hcnrv ( iouldcn Books. 113.75

; ;• III . I Irmlrbfii

1 his IS a ver) accessible book, clearly written
and lasteluliy illustraied. li introduces the
reader briefly to the family of Steiner just
before his birth at Kraljevecin February 1861,
emphasising the austere and healthy circum
stances in which he grew up as the son of a
minor railway-official.

The tone of the book can be at times a little
fulsome. For example, he describes the
fourteen-year old Rudolf Steiner thus: "This
boy who was trained to think with mathe
matical clarity and for whom well-ordered,
lucid thoughts were a condition of his very
existence, was seeking to reconcile this brand
of thinking with religious dogma."

Hemleben refers to the anonymous
"master" whom Steiner later met and who
directed him towards mastering the methods
of natural science with the telling words: "To
overcome the enemy you must begin by
understanding him. You can only become the
conqueror of the dragon by slipping into his
skin." Edouard Schure is quoted as saying:
"The master whom Rudolf Steiner met was
one of those potent personalities who are on
earth to fulfil a mission under the mask of
some homely occupation . . . Anonymity is
the essential condition for their power, but
only serves to make their influence more last
ing, for they arouse, teach, and guide those

who can do their work in full view of the
world." Is Schure right in this assessment of
the role of the Initiate? It seems to accord little
with the author's justification for the publica
tion of "How do we Attain to Knowledge of
the Higher Spheres?" For Rudolf Steiner, he
W'rites, this is the end of the age in which a
small circle of informed initiates, living in
strict isolation from the rest of mankind, who
lived more or less in a state of ignorance beset
by dreams, sought to direct history by draw
ing on sources of hidden knowledge."

There is a brief but very clear exposition of
"The Philosophy of Freedom." Crystalline
sentences such as: "Knowledge comes from
the permeation of what is perceived by
thought which has the power to create con
cepts," and "Only if the thought process is not
disturbed by wishes, instincts, impulses,
passions can it be said to be free."

The book concludes with succinct but help
ful sections on Education, Medicine, Thera
peutic Education, Agriculture and the
Christian Community. It has a handsome
bibliography. H owever, the tone of the sequel
to Steiner's death is slightly defensive and one
wonders whether the author is not being too
quantitative in his assessment of this great
man's achievement. His significance cannot
be measured in terms of the number of visitors
to the Goetheanum, books and articles
published, institutions founded etc. The man's
greatness lies not in what he did or said, but in
what he was. Hemleben's biography gives us
another valuable perspective on the manner of
m a n t h a t R u d o l f S t e i n e r w a s .

i - . J . H .

Frances Brown is a leachcr at Michael Hall

List of Waldorf (Steiner)
primary-secondary
comprehensive schools

a r g e n t i n e
Buenos Aires Colegio Incorporado "Paula
Albarracin de Sarmicnto" Colegio Rudolf
Steiner, Warnes 1322, Florida FCNGBM,
Pcia de Buenos Aires, Tel. 797-9248

Buenos Aires Colegio Saint .lean, Calle
Monroe 5352, Buenos Aires

A I ' S T R A L I A
Sydney Glenaeon School Ltd., 5a Glenroy
Avenue, Middle Cove, Sydney, N.S.W. 2068,
Tel. 4073193
Dural Lorien Novalis School for Rudolf
Steiner Educat ion Ltd. . 456 Old Northern
Road, Dural, N.S.W., Tel. 6511891

A U S T R I A
V i e n n a R u d o l f - S t e i n e r - S c h u l e , A 1 2 3 8
Vienna 23, Endresslr. 100, Tel. 881275

B E L G I U M

Antwerp Rudolf Steiner School
Charlottalei 29 & 3, B2000, Antwerp, Tel.
30 25 89/39 63 99
Antwerp Speelschoollje, Lange
Lozanastraat 232 & 128, B2000 Antwerp, Tel.
37 89 88/38 94 82
Antwerp Hibernia School, Prins Albertlei
19, B2600 Berchem, Tel. 30 50 40
Antwerp Parcivalschool, Lamorinierestr.
75. B2000 Antwerp, Tel. 30 24 44

B R A Z I L
Sao Paulo Escola Rudolf Steiner de Sao
Paulo, Caixa postal 7927, Sao Paulo-Capital
Te l . 2 4 7 8 7 9 2

C A N A D A
Toronto TheToronto Waldorf School, Box
220. 9100 Bathurst Sir., Thornhill, Ontario
L3T 3N3, Tel. (416) 881-16!!
V a n c o u v e r W a l d o r f S c h o o l 2 7 2 5 S t .
Christophers Road, North Vancouver. V7K
2B6, British Columbia, Tel. 985-7435

D e n m a r k
Arhus Rudolf Steiner Skolen, Strandvejen
100-102, DK8000 Arhus C. Tel. (06) 140900
Copenhagen Vidar Skolen, Rudolf .Steiner
Skolen, Brogardsvej 61, DK2820, Gentofte,
Pel. Ge 7118.
Odense Rudolf Steiner Skolen i Odense,
Lindvedvej 64, DK5260 Hjallese, Tel. (09)
144683

F I N L A N D
Helsinki Rudolf Steiner Koulu,
Lehtikuusentie 6, " Helsinki 27. Tel (90)
4 1 2 7 1 7
Lahti Rudolf Steiner Koulu, Sammalsuon-
katu 15,15900 Lahti 90, Tel. (918)31922 (after
school hours (918) 86282)
Tampere Rudolf Steiner KouIu.Tammeian-
puistokatu 14-16, Tampere 10, Tel. (931)
2 3 0 2 5

F R A N C E
Chatou nr. Paris Ecole Perceval, 5 Avenue
d'Epremesnil, F-78400 Chatou, Tel. 966-16-
6 4

Labolssiere Ecole Internal Rudolf Steiner,
Laboissiere-en-Thelle, F-60570 Andeville,
Tel. 452-62-05
Paris Ecole Rudolf Steiner, 22 bis Rue
d'Alesia, F-75 Paris I4e, Tel. 588-96-23
Strasbourg Ecole libre St. Michel, 67e,
Route des Remains, F67 Strasbourg-
Koenigshoffen, Tel. 301970

G E R M A N Y

Achberg Freie Schule Achberg —
Waldorfschule, 8991 Esseratsweiler b.
Lindau, Tel. 08380/335
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Bencfeld Kreic Wuldorfschulc
I andschulhcim Bcnc<eld, 3036 Boinlit/-
Bcndc ld ub, WaLsrodc Hann. Id .
0 5 1 6 ! 4 0 2 1 a n d 4 0 2 2

Berlin Rudolf Stcincr Schulc e.V.. Auf dem
Oral 3. 1000 Berlin 33. IcI. 030 8327086
Berlin Emil Moll Schule, Freie Schule fur
Erziehungshilfe und Tagosstaiie, Ciaszeile 60-
66, 1000 Berlin 37 (Zehlendorf). Tel.
0 3 0 8 1 5 5 7 5 7
Bielefeld Rudolf Slciner Schule.
Bchrenskamp 7. 4800 Bielefeld 1.
fel. 0521 64923
Boclium Rudolf Slciner Schulc Riihrgebiet,
Hauptsirasse 23 8. 4630 Bochum-
Kangendreer, Tel. 0234 28131
Bonn Freie Waldorfschule Bonn-Koln.
Brunnenallec 30, 5303 Bornhcim-Roisdorf,
I el. 02222 3980
Braunschweig Freie Waldorfschule
Braunschweig, Giersbergstrasse 1, 3300
Braunschweig, Tel. 0531 73522
Bremen Fre ie Waldor fschu le Bremen,
fouler Strasse 3. 2800 Bremen 1. Tel.
0421 447802
Dortmund Rudol f S ie iner Schule e.V. ,
Mergelieichsirasse, 4600 Dortmund 50, Tel.
0231 713898

Engelberg Freie Waldorfschule Engelberg.
7065 Engelberg Post Winterbach Wurti.. Tel.
07181 704-1
Essen Freie Waldorfschule, Schcilsirasse
47, 4300 Essen 1, Tel. 0201 473958
Evinghausen Freie Waldorfschule
Evinghausen, 4550 Bramschc 8
Evinghausen Tel. 05468 424
Frankfurt Freie Waldorfschule, Friedlc-
benstrassc ?2. 6000 Frankfurl 50 (E.schcr-
sheim). Tel. 06! 1. 511589 & 523492
Freiburg Freie Waldorfschule, Schwimm-
badstrasse 29. 7800 Freiburg i.Br. Tel.
0761 71144 & 71181
Freiburg Freie Waldorfschule. Parallelzug
St. Georgen. Zechenweg 2, 7800 Freiburg,
Tel. 0761 41214
Goppingen Freie Waldorfschule Filstal,
7342 Auendorf-Bad Ditzenbach,
Tel. 07334 5601

Hamburg Rudolf Steiner Schule.
Wandsbeker Allee 55, 2000 Hamburg

70 (Wandsbek), Tel 040 685000
H a m b u r g R u d o l f S t e i n e r S c h u l e
Nienstedlen, Elbchaussee 366,2000 Hamburg
52, Tel. 040,829917
Hamburg Rudolf Steiner Schule in den
Walddorfern e.V. Hamburg-Bergstcdt,
Bergstedter Chaussce 203, 2000 Hamburg 65,
Te l . 0 4 0 ' 6 0 4 7 0 9 0
Hannover Freie Waldorfschule, Rudolf-
von-Bennigsen-Ufer 70, 3000 Hannover, Tel.
051 1 880138 &882696 (Kindergarten 883771)
Heidenbcim Freie Waldorfschule, Zicgel-
s t rasse 50 . 7920 Hc idenhe im Brcnz , Te l .
07321 '41038/39
Humburg/Saar Freie Waldorfschule
Homburg Saar. Osiring 55, 6650
Homburg Saar, Tel. 06841 71255
Kassel Freie Waldorfschule Kassel.
Hunrodstrasse 17, 3500 Kassel-
Wilhclmshohe, Tel. 0561/32015
B e r u f s b i l d e n d e s G e m e i n s c h a f t s w e r k K a . s s e l
e.V. mil Kindergarten. Lehrwcrkstail und
Fachschule fur Sozialpadagogik, Brabanter
Strasse 43-47, 3500 Kassel-Wi lhelmshohe,
Tel. 0561, 32015
K i e l F r e i e W a l d o r f s c h u l e K i e l , H o fl i o l -
za l l ee 20 , 2300 K ie l , Te l . 0431 523814
Krcfeld Freie Waldorfschule Krefeid,
Kai.sersiiasse 61, 4150 Krefeid,
Te l . 0 2 1 5 1 5 3 1 5 7

Tubeck Freie Waldorfschule Lubeck,
Huxstrasse 69, 2400 Lubcck 1,
Te l . 0 4 5 1 7 8 5 5 2

M a n n h e i m F r e i e W a l d o r f s c h u l e .
Neckarauer Waldweg, 6800 Mannheim 24,
Tel. 0621/851081
Marburg Freie Waldorfschule,
Ockcrhauser Allee 14, 3550 Marburg, Lahn,
Tel. 06421,-25256
Munchcn Rudolf Stcincr Schulc. Lcopold-
strasse 17,8000 Munchen40,Tel.089/348142
& 3 9 6 2 0 7

Nurnberg Rudolf Sieiner Schulc, Stein-
p l a t t e n w e g 2 5 , 8 5 0 0 N u r n b e r g . Te l .
0 9 11 5 9 3 0 7 7

Nurtingen Rudolf Stcincr Schule, Erlenweg
I, 7440 Nurtingen 1, Tel. 07022/31767
Ottersberg Freie Rudolf Steiner Schule,
Amlshof 5,2802 Ottersberg I .Tel. 04205 366

Pforzheim Gocthcschule Freie Waldorf
schule, Schwarzwaidsirasse 66, 7530
Pforzheim. Tel. 07231 2971-3
Rendsburg Freie Waldorfschule,
Nobiskrugcr Alice 75 77, 2370 Rendsburg
Tel. 04T31 23551
Reutlingen Freie Georgenschuie, Moilkc-
sirasse 29, 7410 Reutlingen, Tel. 07121 36504
& 35753
Schloss Hamborn Rudolf Stcincr Schulc
Landschulheim Schloss Hamborn, 4791
Borchen 3 — Schloss Hamborn, Tel,
paderborn 05251 3892)0
Stuttgart Freie Waldorfschule Uhland-
shohe, Haussmannstrasse 44. 7000 Stuttgart
1, Tel. 0711 240241 & 240242. (Kindergarten
240275)
Stuttgart Freie Waldorfschule am Kruhcr-
wald, Rudolf-Steiner-Wcg 10, 7000 Stuttgart
1, Tel. 0711 291820, (Kindergarten 224747)
Stuttgart M ichael Bauer Schulc, im AutT:)au
begriffene Freie Waldorfschule mil Fordcrk-
lassenbereich, Olhellostras.sc 5, 7000 Stutt
gart 80. Tel. 0711 734636
Tubingen Tubinger Freie Waldorfschule,
Fischlinstrasse 4. 7400 Tubingen,
Tel. 07071/22119
U b e r l i n g e n F r e i e Wa l d o r f s c h u l e a m
Bodensee. 7770 Uberlingen-Rengoldshausen,
Tel. 07551 /63077-78
Dim Freie Waldorfschule Ulm. Romer-
strasse97.7900 Ulm Donau,Tel.0731 38094
Wanne-Eickel Hiberniaschule, Holster-
hauser Strasse, Postfach 526, 4690 Heme 2,
Tel. 02325/41081
Wurzburg Freie Waldorfschule Wurzburg,
Wendelweg 11, 8700 Wurzburg-Hdfl.. Tel.
0931/702215
W ' d p p c r t a l R u d o l f S t e i n e r S c h u l e .
Schluchlstrasse 21, 5600 Wuppertal 2
(Barmen), Tel. 0202/81233 & 80969 (Kinder
garten 83371)
Wuppertal Christian Morgcnslcrn Schule,
Waldorfschule fur Erziehungshilfe, Hader-
slebenerstrasse 14, 5600 Wuppertal 2
(Barmen), Tel. 0202 82644

I T A L Y
M i l a n o F o n d a z i o n e L a v i n i a M o n d o l f o ,
Scuola a indirizzo pedagogico steineriano.

Via Francesco Sfor/.a 23, Milano, Tel. (02)
795488

N E T H E R L A N D S

Bond van Vrije Scholen in Nederland -»
Sccrelariaal: Waaisdorpcrweg 12, Den Haag
A m s t e r d a m G e e r l G r o c i e S c h o o l .

Hygieaplein 47, Amsterdam 9, Tel. 714753
Bergen Bergensc Vr i je School. Pr ins
Hendriklaan 58, Bergen (N.H.). Tel. 3613
Den Haag Dc Vrije School.
Waaisdorpcrweg 12. Den Haag, Tel. 247320

Eindhoven Vrije School Brabant,
Mechelenlaan 6, Tel. 040-410986
(Secrclariaat)
Haarlem Rudolf Steiner School.
Engelandlaan 2, Haarlem, I el. 324774
Leiden Rudolf Steiner School, Cesar
Franck-Str. 9, Leiden (Z.W.), Tel. 762225
Nijmegen Vrije School Nijmegen, Groes-
beekseweg 46, Nijmegen. Tel. 080-229798
Rotterdam Rotterdamse Vrije School.
Vredhofweg 30, Rotierdam-16, Tel. 116519
Zeist Zcister Vrije School. Burgemeesier
van Tuyli-laan 35. Zeist, Tel. 03404-12054
Zutphen Vrije School. Berkelkade 12,
Zulphen, Tel. 05750-16380

N E W Z E A L A N D

Hastings Rudolf Sieiner School. P.O. Box
888, Hastings. Tel. 87363

N O R W A Y
Bacrum Ste inersko lcn in Baerum. Gamle
Grav vei nr. 5, N 1342 Jar.. Tel. 248671

Bergen Rudolf Stciner-Skolen i Bergen.
Stamerbakken 15 . N 5040 Parad is , f e l .
2 7 3 2 6 0
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Borgheim Steinerskoien i Borgheim, N 3140
Borgheim.
Oslo Rudolf Sleiner-Skolen i Oslo, Flyvn 2,
N-IOlO Oslo 3, Tel. 143117
Trondheim Steinerskoien i Trondheim,
Schirmersgt. 5. N 7000 Trondheim, Tel. 27315

S O I T H A F R I C A

Cape Town Waldorf School, Spaans-
chemai River Road, Constantia, 7800, Cape
Town. Tel. 74-1047
Cape Town Michael Oak Primary School,4
Marlow Road, Kenilworlh, Cape,Tel. 779728
Johannesburg Michael Mount, Waldorf
School. PP- Box 67587 Bryansion,
Johannesburg, Tel. 706-4069
Pretoria/Transvaal Max Stibbe School,
256 Kameeldrift East, P.O. Box 11384,
Brooklyn 0011, Pretoria/Transvaal, Tel. 82-
1122 (after hours: 74-6414)

S W E D E N
Goteborg Rudolf Steinerskola, Birkagatan
61, S-41656 Goteborg, Tel. (031) 214632
Jarna Jarna Waldorfskola, S-150 20 Jarna,
Jibble, Tel. Sodertalje (0755) 50315
Norrkoping Norrkopings Waldorfskola. G.
Holmberg, F leminggatan 30, S-60224
Norrkoping. Tel. (Oil) 123703
Stockholm Kristofferskolan, Box 124, S-
161 26 Bromma 1, Tel. (08) 266396

S W I T Z E R L A N D
Basel Rudolf-Steiner-Schule, Jakobsber-
gerholzweg 54, CH^059 Basel. Tel. (061)
3 5 9 2 2 5
Bern Rudolf-Steiner-Schule, Eigerstrasse
24, CH-3007 Bern, Tel. (031) 450983
Biel Rudolf-Steiner-Schule, Rosenheimweg
I, CH-2502 Biel, Tel. (032) 425919
Ins Heimschule "Schlossli", CH-3232
Ins/BE, Tel. (032) 831050
Lausanne Ecole Rudolf Steiner, 1066
Epalinges pres Lausanne. Tel. (021) 331513
Prattl Rudolf-Steiner-Schule Mayenfels,
Schloss Mayenfels, CH^ 133 Prattl, Tel (061)
8 1 2 2 6 6
St. Gallen Rudolf-Steiner-Schule, Zwing-
listrasse 25, CH-9000 St. Gallen Tel (071)
2 2 6 0 1 8

Schuls-Tarasp Bergschule Avrona, Rudolf
Steiner Schule. CH-7553 Tarasp bei Scuol,
Unterengadin, Tel. (084) 91349
Wetzikon Rudolf-Steiner-Schule,
Tosstalstr. 36, CH-8620 Wetzikon 3, Tel. (0!)
7 7 7 7 7 9

Winterthur Rudolf-Steiner-Schule, Maien-
strasse 15, CH-8400 Winterthur, Tel. (052)
2 2 1 9 9 7
Zurich Rudolf-Steiner-Schule,
Plattenstrasse 37. CH-8032 Zurich, Tel. (01)
3 2 4 5 0 2
Forderschulen;
Basel Christophorus Schule, Buhrenfluh-
strasse 20, CH-4059 Basel. Tel. (061) 348671
Basel Helfenbergschule, Starenstrasse 41,
CH-4059 Basel, Tel. (061) 350710

l iN lTED KINGDOM
The Association of Rudolf Steiner (WaldorO
Schools in the British Isles: Steiner Schools
Fellowship, Emerson College, Forest Row,
Sussex RH19 5JU, Tel. 0342822238
pull member schools:

Kdinburgh Rudolf Steiner School of
Edinburgh. 38 Colinion Road, l-dinbureh
EHIO 5Br. Tel. (031) 3373410
Forest Row Michael Hall, Kidbrooke Park
Forest Row, Sussex RH18 5.IB, Id (0342821
2275
Gloucester Wynstones School, Whaddon.
Gloucester, GL4 OUF. Tel. (0452) 22475
Heanor Michael House School,
Ihe Field, Shipley, Heanor, Derbys
nE7 7.1 H. iel. (07737) 68050
Kings Langley The New School, Kings
Langiey. Herts. WD4 9HG. Tel. (09277)
62505
Stourbridge Elmfieid School. Love Lane,
Stourbridge, West Midlands DY8 2EA. Id.
(03843) 4633
Associated schools:
Bristol Bristol Waldorf School. Cotham
Road, Bristol BS6 6DR, Tel. (0272) 34399
Botton Bolton Village School. Danhy,
Whitby. Yorkshire. Tel. (02876) 281
Belfast The Holywood School. Craiga\ad.
Holywood, County Down. Northern Ireland.
BT18 ODB, IcI. Holywood 3396

IGNITED STATES OF A.MFRK A
Detroit The Detroit Waldoil School, 2555
Burns Drive. Detroit. Michigan 48214 Tel
(313) 822-0300
Garden City Waldorf School. Cambridge
Avenue, Garden City, New York 11530,
Tel. (516) 742-3434
Harlemville Hawthorne Valley .School.
R.D2 Harlemville Ghent. N.Y. 12075. Tel.
(518) 672-7092
Honolulu Mohala Pua School, Niu Valley.
350 Ulna Street. Honolulu, Hawaii 96821.
Tel. (808) 373^077
K imber ton K imber ion fa rms Schoo l .
Phoenixville 19460, Pennsylvania R.D.2. lei.
(215) 933-3635
Los Angeles Highland Hall School. 17100
Superior Street, Northndge, California
91324. Tel. (213) 349-1394
New York Rudolf Steiner School. 15 East
79lh Street̂  New York, N.Y. 10021. Tel. (212)
L E 5 - 2 1 3 0
Sacramento Sacramento Waldorf School.
3750 Bannister Road. Fair Oaks, California
95628. Tel. (916) 961-3900
Spring Valley Green Meadow School,
Hungry Hollow Road, Spring Valley, N.Y.
Zip 10977. Tel. (914) EL6-25I2
Washington Washington Waldorf School
Hearst Hall, Wisconsin Avenue at Woodley
Road, Washington D.C. 20016. Tel. (202)
362-3705

Canterbury Perry Court School. Garlingc
Green, Chariham, Canterbury, Kent. Tel.
Chartham (022773) 285
Ringwood Folly Farm School, Ashley.
Ringwood, Hants. BH24 2NN. Tel. (042 54)
6738

Wilton High Mowing School, Wilton, .New
Hampshire 03086. Tel. (603) 654-2391
W i l t o n T h e P i n e H i l l Wa l d o r f S c h o o l .
Bennington Battle Trail, Wilton Centre, New
Hampshire 03082. Tel. (60382. Tel. (603) 654-
6003
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Announcements

Forum International After holding two
international conferences (one in The Hague
in October 1975, the other in Basel in October
1976), scholars and old scholars of Waldorf
(Rudolf Steiner) schools have formed an
international movement whose leading aims
are to promote worldwide understanding
among themselves and with the public at
large, and the spreading of Waldorf educa
tion on as wide a geographical and social basis
as possible, and to further awareness of the
attitudes pressingly required to refine the
political, economic and cultural institutions
of the free world (and eventually perhaps even
those of the Communist world).

The organ of the movement is a quarterly
called Forum International, and published in
English, German and Dutch editions. Full
particulars of the quarterly, of the movement
and of contact addresses in the United
Kingdom and abroad may be obtained from:
Jean-Claude Lin, 129 Highlands, Green Lane,
Watford, Herts. WDl 4LZ, England.

F . N .

Education in our Cities A group of teachers
meets 3-weekly to study and discuss Rudolf
Steiner's ideas on child development and
education in relation to the needs of present
day city children, and in the light of current
educational theory and practice. First two
meetings in the Spring Term: Saturday, 15th
January, Saturday, 5th February; Time: 7.30
p.m. Place: 8 Eastfield Road, London E.17
(near Walthamstow Central tube); Tel.: 521
0188. We will concentrate in turn on the pre
school, primary and secondary age groups.
All teachers and parents welcome.

STAR & FURROW is the Journal of the Bio-
dynamic Agricultural Association, and is
published twice yearly 40p. (Free to Mem
bers).

The current issue contains reports on the
1976 Conference and Tablehurst Farm;
articles on the camomile, nettle and oakbark
"preparations", book reviews, etc.

The BDAA exists for the practice and
promotion of the agricultural principles
taught by Rudolf Steiner. The function of
Star & Furrow is to encourage the free ex
change of ideas and experiences among those
who work with, or are interested in, those
teachings.

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer, BDAA, J. R. P.
Soper, Broome Farm, Clent, Stourbridge,
W o r c s .

THE ROWAN r/?££ is a friendly craft-, art-,
bookshop which was opened in 1975 and has
been making available to the public a wide
range of artistic items for everyday use and
making known the work of Rudolf Steiner.
There are wooden toys from Russia, Wood
pecker Toys, New Knowledge books, lyre-
music, bees-wax candles, Stockmar wax and
crayons, Weleda Wala and Halle products,
crystals, hand-woven clothing, etc., etc. — at
15 Gotham Hill, BRISTOL BS6 6LD, phone
0272 36786.

London School of Speech
sound possesses a living quality, a

gesture, a movement of its own. which a new
art oj speaking must restore and foster. Such
an art is needed in drama, in the recitation of
poetry and prose, and in speaking for
eurythmy. It is an essential element in
educgtion and curative education, and can
inspire poets, dramatists, and all creative
w r i t e r s . . .

The London School of Speech Formation (affiliated to the Schoni of ̂  .. ...i„etheanum. Dornach, Switzerland) offers a four year Snl L ! ̂P,,mation in the English language. It is under the direction o? Ma'irjo! "'h h,he inner London Education Authority for the tenure of the Authority-; tothe7educmion
grants.p„ails The ̂  School of Speech Formation, Rudolf Steiner
House, 35 Park Road, London NWl 6XT.

Our contribution to the problem of nutrition

HOATHLYE FOODT"
QUALITY FOODS
AT R E A S O N A B L E P R I C E S
Cereals, pulses, honey, dried fruit and nuts

Supplied in bulk and economy sizes throughout much of the country
Write or ring for a price list, or visit our shop at
71 ST JOHN'S ROAD, TUNBRIDGE WELLS, KENT
Tel: (0892) 39901
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T H E
LANTHORN PRESS

PEREDUR, EAST GRINSTEAD, SUSSEX,ENGLAND.

Publishers of
books connected
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EDUCATION
T O W A R D S

F R E B D O I A

WA L D O R F R E A D E R S
Hay for my Ox
The King and the Green

Angelica
Tales the Harper sang

T H E K I N G A N D
T H E G R E E N
A N G E L I C A

SOME OTHER TITLES
Shakespeare's Flowering of the Spirit
Annual Sowing Calendar

B e n n e l l

Vi/ELEDA cares for your teeth naturally
ix)ith a harmonious blend of natural and mineral substances.

Nature never intended your teeth lo face synthetic chemicals. So Weleda Dental
Cream contains no harsh abrasives, no chemical bleach agents and no artificial
taste or colouring agents - only the purest plant oils in a soft chalk and glycerol
base.

Weleda Dental Cream is blended to help stimulate circulation and overcome
harmful build-up on teeth. And it's so pure you only need a tiny squeeze to keep
your mouth and teeth tingling fresh and naturally cleaner. Try Weleda Dental
Cream today — your teeth will love it.

\A/eLEDA

' / A

' S J -

A N A D U LT C E N T R E O F T R A I N I N G
AND RESEARCH BASED ON THE

T E A C H I N G S O F R U D O L F S T E I N E R

T h u n
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Direct orders dispatched
Ful! particulars from:

THE SECRETARY, EMERSON COLLEGE, FOREST ROW, SUSSEX.
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Free
Educ
Fund
WHAT ARE THE FUND'S AIMS?

The function of the Free Education Fund is to serve as intermediary between
the schools which are endeavoring to work according to the educational and
social impulses of Rudolf Steiner and those persons who wish to give them
moral and financial support.

The Fund will, at first, assist to the best of its ability those schools which are
in immediate financial difficulty or have a specific need. The intention exists
however, eventually to extend such help to less needy schools, to support the
founding of new ones and to assist teacher training programs. Those responsible for the Fund hope in this way to contribute to the universality of these
educational and social impulses.

The Free Education Fund is dedicated to the liberation of spiritual life and
culture from dependence on the political state and economic interests. See
'Basic Issues of the Social Question' by Rudolf Steiner.

H E A D O F F I C E
P.O. Box A-9 Zurichbergstrasse 27, 8032 Zurich, Switzerland
U . K .

The Secretary, Free Education Fund, 9 Michael Fields, Forest Row, Sussex RH18 5BH
U S A
The Secretary, Free Education Fund, 474 Webster Ave., Uniondale, NY 11430

the London School of Euryfhiviy
Rudolf Steiner House, 35 Park Road, London NWl 6XJ.

Director: Marguerite Lundgren

The school offers a four year diploma course,
starting each year in September. Particular
emphasis is laid on the development of
Eurythmy in the English language.
for prospects, please apply to the secretary.

Sducciiion as an Ati
Published twice-yearly by the Waldorf Schools in North America
The majority of its articles are written by practising Waldorf teachers.
Contributions reflect the ever changing life in the classroom, as well as the
recent work and thought of active educators. Indeed, Education as an Art
rnight be called the American journal of Rudolf Steiner's educational
philosophy in action. It is intended for parents, teachers and all those who are
interested in finding wholesome ways of approaching educational questions.

Subscription £1
Single copies 50p

RUDOLF STEINER BOOK SHOP, 35 PARK ROAD, LONDON NWl 6XT
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The only way we'd ever cut
corners is by hand.

Yoii can easilv rcll it a piece ot
cradiritMial f iinnturc isjaycee or not
siniplv hy lookinî  at its
camng. If it's perfect it's
sontct>ne else's; carved b\
a niaclnne.not bv hiuid.

We cai-ve oiir o;ik by
hand just as thcTudors
carved theirs.

In fact, if aTudor crafts
man were to walk into our
workshop he could pick up
his ttxds and feel right at
h o m e .

And because we carve. . , L i i i i i i l . i l i
by iianoLeveiy camng
is slightly different.

Even our most

experienced carver
admits he couldn't
carve two pieces
exactly the same.

O u r c o n s t m c t i o n
methods are also
tiaditional.

Framed door ;uid
dovetail drawer con
struction ;uid mortise
.uid tenonjoints are

techniques that have been practised
for centuries.

And when it comes to
Hni.siiing we belicve.like tiie^ craftsmen of old, it's

not how much
polish you put on top

that counts, it's hi w
^ good the Wood isunder neath. So we
spend as much time
preparing the wood as
we do hand-finishing it.

We could install
machines to dii many
of the things we still do
by hand.

But then, we don't believe
in cutting comers.

Fi>r brochures.price lists,
stockists.ainthing at all vouwish to kiKw aliout iHir
riuigc of traditional fumi-
ture.write to; 1 X'pt.Ii jaycee
Fiimirure Ltd.. Bexhiii Rd.,
Brighton.Sussex BN2 6QQ

C . i i v m i : .

Jaycee. Funiimrc like it used to be.
t r o i i i



'Avza TH€ CHURCHeS AND

n i C T K > N A K ' l '
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Common Sense Schooling
(Paperback £1 -90)

New publications
now available.

« ^ ^ B I • . 1 H o w T h e S t a r s W e r e B o r nThe Complete Guide to Beekeeping | I i r\r■^
(Cloth £2-95)
f'■""ll̂ ciKK.vr fKtTORi11-\mY

WHAT COLTRDa THOUGHT

( ; o K T i i i : s c ( ) i . ( j i J i n " |

RUSSIAN
FAIRYTALES

Rudolf Steiner
(Cloth £6-00
Paperback £3-75
Y

A M T I L N n - \ A V T H S J

r WILLIAM BLAKE K.Wa(MUHKx|y
t f t■ -

niK LAKOrSHK
t:N( VCUH'KIHAOl' M U Ji j i i * '

I Ift. Ua^boiifEh-:] I 1 1L-;
RID( II.I 'STKINKIV
J.iliim>.»ill mill" "

order from:

HENRY GOULDEN BOOKS Ltd
5 WEST STREET, EAST GRINSTEAD = SUSSEX


